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Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Sat/Sun
AIA/LA AutoCad for 

use Arch. 
8,9,!1). (2H) 

Gamble

Adelig^^ Urban Design , 
Cha|ifer Office, 6:J0 

piQiMi*’* Progression 

iKma^LA Art Fair (2- 
5)—Metropolis^ Fritz Lang at 
LACMA 7:30—About Place 
opens at Bamsdall Art Park

Bri Boigon at SCI>
A*
Boyii^oddinPton at
user

« at
n740-2081 

House” lecture.—John 
Heartfield l-ecture^ LACMA, 

-Bamsdall Art Park,4pm
7, Sam Hall Kaplan at Calif. 

7pm
AIA/LA LA Architect, 

QwUr Office, 7:30
Open House

rat at Goethe-
.;5? tatk^aria Higg«^at Woodbury,lan a ■mU

7.-3%in. AIA/ILA Pro-Practice: 
Ehttolement Process 
lecture.
Heinz Horat at USC

9* y*a:
Architecture” lectures.

12/14/93 AIA/LA 12/18/93 AIA/LA

mj»t«u^Tour

12/15/93 AIA/LA 12/16/93 AIA/LA 

LundiKin13 176:00 Hotel

it Open
House 7pm

12/21/93 AIA/LA j. ■

20 24 25/26

27 29 30 31 1/2
Helen Levi 
LACMAtf

:ns at

7 8/9

1310 11 12 14 15/16
1/22/94 AIA/LA1/20/94 AIA/LA Office 

ComptOBh/aLion, Gcnsli r &
A.WOC.. 6::1917

Jo Ann Matyas at Woodbury AIA/LA Health
Comn^tee, 3:30-24 25 29/30

For more Info about non-AIA events, check listings on pages 21-22
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Plenty of architectural activities to look forward
Coming Up In '94
March 94 
Westweek 94 - 
Interactive 
Relationships: 
Architecture, Interiors 
and Imagination, at the 
Pacific Design Center, 
March 23. 24. 25 1994. 
This international design 
market and conference will 
include focus on new prod
ucts, new forms of media, 
entertainment architecture, 
and the role of design in 
everyday life of Americans. 
Reservations and info (310) 
657-0800.

Hutchinson, who asked that more 
commonly understood terms be 
used, to establish a basis of refer
ence. From that point on, it 
became clear that what the British 
most keenly wanted to learn from 
L.A. was how to avoid having to 
become like it, and how to stop 
what are perceived as vulgar 
American values, as promulgated 
through an American dominated 
media, and conveyed through its 
architecture, which in L.A. is seen 
its most concentrated manifesta
tion, from replacing values of their 
own. Once this issue emerged, the 
gauntlet was down, and the most 
free-wheeling designers of all. 
whose careers and personal style 
have been built on confrontation 
wete in their element.

Through it all, the arguments 
that came across as most mea«"*'#‘d.

eloquent and enduring were pul 
forward by Wolf Prix and Ralph 
Erskine, who each made a plea for 
social considerations in architecture 
and a study of Los Angeles as a sin
gular opportunity to do that. It was 
this surprisingly impassioned, bi
partisan echo, rather than the post
dated dogma of the so-called L.A. 
school, or the superficial clash 
between British and American val
ues, which have already merged 
beyond the point of no return, that 
emerged on that Saturday afternoon 
in London, as the most valuable 
lesson that Los Angeles has tc 
teach.

Following a short break, lectures 
were delivered by Jencks, Scott, 
Moss and Soja respectively, offering 
moi*e of the same message con
veyed in the afternoon symposium, 
augmented with visual aids and

ever more eye-glazing syntax for 
mass consumption. Of them all, 
Eric Moss' presentation of hi« own 
work, was most successful. But it is 
a shame that the message delivered 
by Wolf Prix and Ralph Erskine, in 
closed session just hours earlier was 
not given equal time.

To Jan 2 The Splendid Centuries: 
18th and 19th Century French Paintings 

From The Fine Arts Museums of San 

Frandsco
To March 6 L’Eaprit du Temps: I9tfa 

Century French Prints From the 

Permanent Collection.
SBMA 1130 Sute Street; 805-%3-4364 
Student Exhibit at Art Center 
Through Dec 10 in the Student Gallery 12- 
S Tues-Sun, 12-9 Thum, Info: 818-S84-
S144
Graduate Student Exhibits through 
Dec 10 at the MFA Gallery, 9-10 Mon- 
Thurs, 9-5 Fri, Sat. Info;
818-584-5152
Art Center at Night Open House, 
Dec 14, for prospective studems of the 
A.C Night Program. Includes campus 

lours, class demonstrations and student 
work on view, 618-584-5023 

LACMA
Helen Levitt, A Retrospective 

Exhibitiem 85 images iodudii^ B & W 
work from 30's, 40's and 80's and work 

in color from late 80'i to present opens 

Jan 6, 2I3-857-6II1 
UCLA (Call (310) 825 6335 

Jan 10-28 Harry Wolf: “Two 
European Projects, Form and Symbol in 

Architecture
Feb 3-18 Karl Gemot Kuehn, 
Photographer: "Views of Los Angeles" 

February 21-March 18 “Vienna 

Housing: Trends and Prototype," 
curated by Silja Tilner

- JaMit SriELi

Previews

Events
Annual Open House at Bamsdall Art
Park

eWED 1994 CONFER
ENCE. California Women 
in Environmental Design 
will hold their 7th annual 
conference March 18 - 20 at 
the ANA Hotel in San 
Francisco. An accompanying 
exhibit will run Marcdi 4 - ' 
20; Nov entry deadline.

Free tours of FLW’s Hollyhock House, 
family art workshops, new art exhibition 

and a holiday art sale Sun Dec 5, 10 to 5 
at 4800 Hollywood Blvd. 213-662-7272

Lectures
Two lectures by Heinz Horat 
“Emigration and Immigration in 
Swiss Art," Wed Dec 8. 7:30 pm, at 
Max Kade Institute, USC 

“The Conservation and Restoration 
of Historical Monuments in 

Switzerland: Principles and Reality"
Thum Dec 9, 7pm, Goethe-Institut, For 
info: 310-S7S-114S x 208 FREE 

Sam Hall Kaplan lectures otr "L.A. Lost 
and Found" Tues Dec 7 at 7pm at the 

California Map Center, 3211 Pico, 310- 
829-6277
Brian Boigon will present collages, pro
jections, and electronic constructions at 
SCl-Arc Dec 1 at 8pm 5454 Beethoven, 
310-574-1123 

UCLA GSAUP 

Charles Eastman, Jan 20 

Irene Bierman, Feb 3 
Wold Prix, Feb 10
The Strife in a Dream of PoUphilp: 
The
Architecture, by Alberto Perez- 

Gomez, March 3
Woodbury University Lecture Series 
Tuesdays at 7:30 in the Gym, 7500 N, 
Glenoaks Blvd. 818-767-0888 

“Spoken Words and Images"
Dec 7 Ron Goldman Designer, ardii- 
lect, developer and contractor. His work 

emphasizes site climate and natural light. 
Jan 25 Jo Ann Maty as Designer with 

WET Design since 1990, WET projects 
include California Plaza and Universal 
Citvwalk,
Feb 1 Paolo Tombesi Ph.D. Candidate 
with research interests in the role of the 
architect in the building process and the 

relationship between urban planning and 
large scale building design,
Feb IS Betty Tsou Fong Artist whose 
installations reflect minimalism and abstrac

tion using stone and steel.
March 1 Kate Diamond Partner in 
charge of design for Siegel Diamond 

Architects and 93/94 president of the LA 
chapter o( the AIA.

Classes
UCLA EXTENSION
INDOOR AIR QUAUTY MANAGEMENT 
A six-session course examining air pulution 
exposure and mitigation in indoor environ
ments. Wednesdays, February 23-March 

30, 6:30-9:30 p.m. at the World Trade 

Center, 350 S. Figueroa Street. $195. 
For complete details, call UCLA 

Extension, 310-825-0328.

Erotic Dimension of

L.A. Architect

HEROES* this month:* 

Janice Axon, Morris 

Newman, Sherry Snell, 

Peter Lloyd, Eric 

Chavkin, Chris Niles. 

Keith Song. Sergio 

Shimabukuro. Peter Cohn. 

Coralie Langston-Jones, 

Beth.

A big thank you to 
all our advertisers 
and contributors, 
without whom L.A. 
Architect would not 
exist.

Exhibitions
Santa Barbara Museum of Art 
Dec 4-jan 30 Picasso to Christo: The 
Evolution of a Collection
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Book review continued

1«ilflt¥ 1

marginal. Until now, their memorial has been 
the celebrated painting by Oskar Schlemmer of 
the weavers on the Bauhaus staircase, but 
Weitge spotlights individuals as well as the 
group, and shows that their textiles rivalled 
anything their male colleagues produced, in 

beauty and daring.

Pump and Circumstance: 
Glory Days of the Gas 

• Station. (John Margolies. 
New York: Bulfinch Press. 
$29.95 he)

of 30 years, reveal a treasury of stupas and 
causeways, statuary and reliefs that are broken 
and scarred, but still inexpressibly beautiful,

architect's discovery of the Mediterranean ver
nacular was first published in 1969 with the 
author’s black and white photographs. Like 
Bernard Rudofskv’s exhibition and book, 
Architecture without Architects, it demonstrat
ed the power, variety and practicality of tradi
tional village houses, streets and churches. The 
book, long out of print, ha.s been republished 
with a felicitous alternation of color and black 
and white images, all by the author. Here, and 
in a recent monograph, Myron Goldlinger, pub
lished by Artium, the architect shows how this 
basic geometry and good sense shaped his own 

work.

Morocco, (Text by Paul Bowles. Photographs 
by Barry Brukoff. New York: Harry N. Abrams. 
$ 49.50 he)

Margolies is the Autolycus 
of American kitsch, an 
indefatigable sleuth who 
tracks down Fast-vanishing 
roadside 
anthology of cards, maps 
and calendars, period pho
tos and new shots of rust- 

chronicles

Brief essays hv the author of The Sheltering Sky 
and a long-time resident of Morocco, inter
spersed with images that will seem lush only to 
those who have not experienced that extraordi
nary land. Writer and photographer capture the 
diversity of Morocco, from the cool tiled court
yards of the mosques to the mud kasbahs, glow
ing like furnaces in the desert sun. Brukoff has 
an eye for the bustle of the souk, the stillness of 
a country shrine, and the extraordinary legacy 
of nameless architects and craftspeople.

The Gardens of Spain. (Photographs by 
Michael George. Text by Consuelo M. 
Correcher. New York: Harry N. Abrams. $60

Thisexotica.

he)
Here is a privileged glimpse of a hidden world: 
the great gardens concealed by the high walls 
of aristocratic estates all over Spain. The author 
is a leading landscape designer who has made 
an eclectic choice, and analyzes them closely in 
terms of history, climate and taste. Familiar 
landmarks, like the Alhambra and Generalife 
gardens in Granada, and La Granja dc San 
lldefonso, are also generously represented in 
George’s handsome color photographs.

ing gas pumps 
the pre-freeway era when 

driving cross-countrv was a 
major adventure. Here are 
filling stations in the guise 
of airplanes, windmills and 
redwood

Angkor, • the Serenity of Buddhism. 
(Photographs by Marc Riboud, Essaus by Jean 
Boisselier and Marc Riboud. Thames and 
Hudson, $65hc)

For those who love exotic places, but would 
rather not spend the holidays eating with (or 
being eaten by) Pol Pot, here is a sumptuous 
album that takes you to the heart of the 
Cambodian jungle. Marc Riboud has document
ed war and revolution; here he turns his camera 
on the vast temples of the Khmer kings which 
survived the genocide of their successors. These 
black and while photographs, taken over a span

and
improbable publicity for 
service in which every 
attendant wears a uniform 
and a smile. Margolies has 
a great eye, hut he cannot 
write, and he should give 
that chore to someone who

Women's Work, Textile Art from the Bauhaus. 
(Sigrid Wortmann Weitge. San Francisco; 
Chronicle Books. $40 he)

The title is intended to be ironic: equality of 
the sexes was proclaimed, but not practiced at 
the Bauhaus, and most female students ended up 
in the weaving workshop. What they achieved 
there, and in the diaspora that followed the 
closing of the school in 193 3, was anything but

trees

Italian Gardens of the Renaissance. 
(J.C,Shepherd and G.A.Jellicoe. New York: 
Princeton Architectural Press. $55 he)

A reduced-scale reis.sue of a classic, first pub
lished in folio in 1925. It is the product of a 
grand tour bv two fifth-year students at the 
Architectural Association school in London, and 
it laid the foundation for Gertrude jeckyll’s leg
endary career as a land.scape designer. Long val
ued for its ink-wash plan.s and delightful period 
photographs, this elegant volume is a valuable 
addition to Princeton’s other historic reprints.

Michael Webb

can in his next book.

.§sCOME HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS*
4 Gift Books That Celebrate the Best in the West...

IDS A I B E L E SWEST COAST WAVE 
.Sew Caltfomia Hottses 
By DIRK SUTRO
A magnificent piaorial tour of 25 significant 
new houses on California's cutting edge. 
See the work of Frank Israel, Frank Gehry. 
Eric Moss. Mark Mack and ^ 
others from a frtmc row seat.
258 illustrations. 160 in color 
149.95 0442-00957-7

LOS ANGELES 
GRAPHIC DESIGN 
Edited by
GERRY ROSENTSWIEG 
Vibrant, ectectic. and East- 
pa:ed-“here’s a direaory 
of who’s hot and what’s 
what in the West Coast 
capital of design. Features 
work frtxn the portfolios 
of 31 LA design firms. 
Color illustrations 
throughout.
A Madison Square 
Press Book.
145,00 0-942-604334

e
if
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• •
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LOS ANGELES 
AT 25 mph 
By STEVE DISKIN & 
JOSEPH GIOVANNINI 
“We are very partial to any 
book that admonishes us 
to ‘slow down!’...Leisurely 
drives (strolls) to dead ends, 
cloverleafr, drive-chroughs 
and quiet residential 
neighborhoods.”
—The Los Angeles Times.
Over 300 photc^phs.
J2995 paper 
0442-01319-1

•
•C

o %
4 l*wn<,<imr»iiinninB
I

Guide tow

a
SU FRflICnCO 1000V SAN FRANCISCO 

GRAPHIC DESIGN
Edited by
GERRY ROSENTSWIEG 
Showcasing the work of 
32 top San Francisco 
design firms, this book 
conveys the style, taste, 
and sophistication of the 
city by the Bay.
Color illustrations 
throughout.
A Madison Square 
Press Book.
$49.95 0-942-60429^

l_A.
Murals

'mpi $32.95
plus tax and 

shipping
I

by Robin J. Dunitz 
RJD Enterprises 

PO Box 64668 
Los Angeles, CA 90064 

310 470-8864Nofw at bookstores or call 1-800-5444)550 (Dept. Z1564)
VAN NOSTRAND REINHOLD
Publisbintifitr Prtf/essionals Since 1848 115 Fifth Avenue, New Yorit, NY 10003
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Los Angeles Architecture: the 
Contemporary Condition (James 
Steele. London: Phaidon Press; 
distributed by St Martin's Press. 
$49.95 he)

An admirable overview of LA’s 
architectural avant garde, past and 
present. All but the newest mater
ial is familiar, but rarely has it 
been so well presented. Steele, a 
visiting profe.ssor at USC, empha
sizes the art of architecture, from 
the legendary pioneers, through 
the Case Study House program, to 
the latest innovations, without 
neglecting the social context. He 
writes with as much passion about 
the complexities of Morphosis and 
Gehry as on the chaos of the free
ways and the fragmentation of 
downtown, performing a balancing 
act tJiat few critics bave mastered. 
Each chapter provides a context 
within which to evaluate specific 
buildings, and most key examples 
are shown in detail. The superb 
illustrations and well-drawn plans 
are smoothly integrated with the 
text. Paradoxically, this exemplar)' 
survey, which includes vivid pre
views of the latest projects, was 
published by a European firm that 
made its reputation with classic art 
books.

Pittsburg that the author fondly 
remembers from his youth. Other 
favorites from around the world 
include a narrow medieval street in 
Rome, the Grand Canal in Venice, 
the Ramblas in Barcelona, the por
ticoes of Bologna, and a trio of 
once-great streets that have fallen 
from grace. Streets arc almost 
impossible to photograph success
fully; the great attractions of this 
book are Jacob’s sketches and scale 
plans, which add substance to his 
graceful essays.

sobriety of SOM and the reckless 
exuberance of Philip Johnson.

Above' Image from Street 
Galley" ( Robin Dunitz, RJD 
Enterprises, 1993, 468

guiOe, S32.95, pb)

practice, how to achieve those 
goals. It should be required reading 
for urban planners.

The Next American Metropolis: 
Ecology, Community, and the 
American Dream. (Peter 
Calthorpe. New York: Princeton 
Architectural Press. $24.95 pb)

Beyond the towers are the suburbs 
which, like the blob in a sci-fi 
thriller, will eventually swallow us 

‘This book is part polemic, 
part tool, part proof by assertion, 
part manifesto, but mostly, I hope, 
common sense,” declares Calthorpe 
in his introduction to this readable 
collection of guidelines and pro
jects. Like Duanv/Plater-Zyberk, 
Dan Solomon, Stefanos Polyzoides, 
and several of his associates at 
UCB, Calthorpe is trying to derail, 
or, at least, slow the juggernaut of 
misguided planning and suburban 
development. He defin«;s the 
metropolis as ”the sum total of the 
city, its suburbs, and their natural 
environment" - and argues that the 
balance has been skewed by relent
less sprawl. “We need to start cre
ating neighborhoods rather than 
subdivisions,” he insists, “urban 
quarters rather than isolated pro
jects; and diverse communities 
rather than segregated master 
plans." The rest of the book 
demonstrates, through precept and

pages.
Murals mirror the meioora-West Coast Wave; New California 

Houses. (Dirk Sutro. New York; 
Van Nostrand Reinhold. $49.95

ma of the street. The 
themes may change: work
ers. promises of the good 
life, ethnic pride, gangs 
and drugs, but the anxiety 
is forever present, frozen 
in paint. STREET GALLERY 
collects this archipelago of 
resistance into a compre
hensive, well designed 
guide to over 1000 murals 
in the greater Los Angeles 
area. Short historical 
overviews from the New 
Deal to aerosol art preface 
the bulk of descriptive text 
keyed to map. photo and 
artist biography. With 
plenty of neighborhood 
maps, arranged by area, 
this is a dream guide with 
over 180 color photos 
printed on heavy clay coat
ed paper. In bookstores or 
order directly from the 
author; RJD Enterprises, 
P.O. Box 64668A, Los 
Angeles CA 90064, 310- 
470-8864. Highly 
Recommended.

he)

An enthusiastic, well-illustrated 
survey of innovative houses, past 
and present, in the Bay Area, LA, 
and San Diego. In each of the three 
sections, Sutro traces the roots of 
today's avant-garde, exploring 
regional traditions and the contri
butions of noted pioneers. The rest 
of the book is given over to brief 
accounts of 27 recent houses. 
There are no plans and the LA sec
tion is surprisingly short. The book 
has a crisp and distinctive look, 
though many of the historic pho
tographs are printed too smal) to 
have much impact. We may hope 
that the publisher will follow this 
useful survey with reports on inno
vation in other building types.

all.

Kohn Pedersen Fox; Architecture 
and Urbanism 1986-92. (Essays by 
Joseph Giovannini, Thomas 
Schumacher. William Pedersen 
and Warren James. New York: 
Rizzoli International. $65hc, 
$40pb)

Massimo Vignelli puts his signature 
on this massive tribute to 50 large- 
scale projects - mostly high-rise 
offices - by one of the leading cor
porate architects of our era and 
one of the few to add a new mas- 
terwork - 333 Wackcr Drive - to 
Chicago, 
tographed by Judith Turner, the 
portfolio chronicles the firm’s shift 
towards freer massing, friendlier 
bases, and more inventive crowns. 
It shows how KPF have pursued a 
course midway betwewen the

Holiday Treats
Villages 
Mediterranean

Sun; 
Community 

Architecture. (Myron Goldfinger, 
Foreword by Louis 1. Kahn. New 
York: Rizzoli International. $50 
he, $35 pb)

theinHandsomely-pho-

Eaic ChavcimThis stunning visual record of anChicago Architecture and Design. 
(George A. Larson and Jay 
Pridmore. New York: Harry N, 
Abrams. $49.50 he)

than NewChicago,
York, is the polar opposite of LA: 
vertical and iconic, in thrall to its

even more

glorious past, a city where giants 
such as Adler and Sullivan, Wright 
and Mies walked the earth. 
Nothing beats a drive along Lake 
Shore Drive in spring, as the sun 
.sparkles off the lake, a crisp breeze 
sweeps across the park, and the 
natives emerge from hibernation to 
bike and sail. Ahead, like a vision 
of Oz, are clustered a hundred 
towers, including half the best sky
scrapers in America. Within the 
Loop and in leafy suburbs like Oak 
Park, you are exhilarated by the 
urbanity and the sense of dvic 
pride. This delightfully old-fash
ioned picture book celebrates that 
tradition, and it’s no fault of the 
authors that the latest examples arc 

the least impressive.

Great Streets. (Allan B. Jacobs. 
Cambridge: MIT Press. $50hc)

Another exercise in nostalgia that 
begins with the cul-de- sac in



Peter Lloyd continues a 
regular series looking at 
product and furniture 
design in L.A. L.A. 
Architect Is always inter
ested to hear of new 
design, so keep us 
informed, by calling the 
Editor at (213) 380-5177 or 
send material to L.A. 
Architect. 3780 Wilshire 
Blvd. #900. LA 90010.

cionados. “in house” was opened two months ago 
by R. Montgomery Lawton to provide a retail outlet 
and showcase specificaliy for work by Los Angeles 
designers. Lawton is still a member of INVIVO, the 
loose affiliation of LA designers that has had a num
ber of shows both here and in New York, but he felt 
the need to provide "a physical environment where 
people could come and see new work.” Strongly 
committed to fostering local talent, "in house” 
shows the work of Joseph Shuldiner, Michaels and 
Zuckerman, John Cannady. Judith McDaniel, 
Jonathan Paul, and Richard Reyes in addition to 
Lawton's own pieces.

If there is a common theme in the furniture shown, 
it is the playful twist that is put on what otherwise be 
commendably straightforward designs. Like Kanner 
Architects who have described some of their work as 
a mix of ”modernism and LA funk”, “In house" is not 
afraid to acknowledge the particular influence that 
Los Angeles has had on the world of design. 
Appropriately, Lawton has taken a quintessentially 
LA post-war store and, keeping its fake stone wall, 
has turned it into one of the beautiful retail spaces in 
the city.

As if this were not enough, the Spanish Kitchen is 
immediately opposite. Who could ask for anything 
more?

Linea
Linea will have the "Silver" range of chairs, designed 
by Vico Magistretti and manufactured by De Padova, 
on display at their Beverly Boulevard showroom 
from December 10th.

"Silver" comprises a number of variations on a 
classically simple theme, taking a basic, aluminum 
framed, polypropylene backed chair and adding 
arms, swivel legs, and so on. to create offices, cafe- 
style or bench seating.

Combining a fluidity of line and a confident sim
plicity with a modern-update of other chairs and 
tables available, including the saddle-inspired 
"Louisiana and "Incisa" chairs. Linea has its own con
tract department catering to architects' needs, and is 
the manufacturers' representative for a number of 
contemporary European furnishing companies, 
including Arflex, Ligne Roset, Tecno and others.

Contact Guy Cnop for further information at: 
Linea, 8843-49 Beverly Boulevard, LA 90048. Tel. 
(310) 273-5425 Fax (310) 273-0740.

Products

Furniture

Design

"In house"
“in house* is a new design store located in the cof
fee shop belt of Beverly Boulevard. Next door to 
Modernica and opposite Domestic, this stretch of 
Beverly is also becoming a destination for design afi-

Above: the Silver range of 
chairs at Linea.
Rtght; Wardrobe, stool 
and lamp, on show at "in 
house." Peter Lloyd

ESC Structural Engineers
Specializing in custom homes, 

hillside properties and remodels 

PROMPT AND RELIABLE SERVICE 

BY EXPERIENCED STAFF 

George Shakiban, PE 

(818) 345-5310 FAX (818) 345 3748 
6047 TAMPA AVENUE STE. 203, Tarzana. CA. 91356

DG ASSOCIATES
Custom and Manufactured 

Ceramics & Cement Products 
Mode! & Moldmaking

Tel: 310/455-1999 
Fax: 310/455-4024

Doug Grigg

architectural photography 

interior & exterior
ui 81S78663S5

Melendrez Associates fax 818 7873122

Site Rflnning 
Lanciscap« Archiieclure 

Ca Lie 1564

Douglas SloneLAUREN MELENDREZ, PRINCIPAL

FAX 213.'258-1900 
TEt 213/258 0800

5330 N Figueroa Street Suite 102 
Los Angeles Calil^nia 90042

S250 per average shot for one 4x5 transparency

PCM
Garden

Pacific

PROJECT & COST MANAGEMENT

MBE/WBE 
~ Value Engineering

- Design Estimating
- Expert Testimony

Carden Design

Installation

Renovation

MaH^aneans & natives
Drou^ tolerant plantings
Mame Gamboa 
Uc •541868

Clients Include: Anshen + Allen, A.C Marlin, 
The Jerde Partnership

213 660 6127 5400 Van Nuya BNd.. Suite 409, Sherman Oaka, CA 91401 
(818) 995-7172 FAX (818) 789-3423



ENVISION SAN FnANCeCO 
LOS ANGELES 

NEW YORKDISIONVCiNTICS

DIGITAL RENDERING SERVICES
T Incorporate design 

revisions quickly and easily

▼ Produce multiple 
perspectives at lower cost

T Accurately represent 
rTToterials and lighting 
conditions

▼ Photocomposite 
images with scanned 
photographs

T Animation output direct 
to videotape or hard disk 
playback

T Wide range of hordcopy 
output options

The Sullivan Partnership, Inc.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS AND CONSULTANTS

OFFER THE WARMEST CONGRATULATIONS TO

Morphosis

ON THEIR DESIGN AWARD FOR

The Crawford Residence CUeiT: H + K ASSOCIAJES AfiCHnECTC

Envision Design Centers' Digital Renderings are computer generated inhoges 
produced from your design sketches, drawings or CAD files. Our Digital Rendering 
and Animation Services give you a dynamic alternative to a physical model or 
an artist's hand rendering.

(800) 466-8811 C1003 Envtaon Daa^ Cant«i>

Architccrural signage design 
Promotional graphic design

Advertise in L.A. Architect
For rates, call (213) 380-5177 

or call Eric Chavkin on 
(213) 658-1024.

Z E M P E L GROUP. INC.

54 West Green Street 
Pasadena. California 91105n You Have a

Question Regarding Piaster iiTEL 818.568.1950 
FAX 818.568.1376CALL US!

The technical staff of the Plastering Information 
Bureau can provide you with performance data on 
every kind of plastering application. They can show 
you how to meet critical standards for sound 
control, fireproofing, and abrasion resistance with 
specifications that can be understood and 
followed by every contractor and journeyman in 
the industry.

Our experts can show you how to specify the 
more creative products of the plastering trades... 
coves, arches, molds and special designs.

The Plastering information Bureau can show you 
how to specity the job so that it can be done 
exoctly os you want... at the lowest possible price.

The Bureau is not associated with or operated 
by any monutocturer or group of manufacturers, it 
Is wholly supported by the union plostertng 
contractors and journeymen who are the direct 
^suppliers of your plastering needs.

W>y not call us today? There is never a charge 
i or oblivion.

...For Those Times 
When Things Don't 
Go Exactly Right

low^ate loans, and other Credit Union benefits 
can be yours! Call (213) 385-6111 x250 or 

mail this coupon to find how your comparry can 
become part of our field of membership. 

Absolutely no cost or obligation!

LIABILITY INSURANCE 
FOR ARCHITECTS

N«me

Company Mama

CROWELL
iNsi .v(ji:Nc,'t

StmaC Addraaa

EnGinEER^Contact Dick Gorman
plastering information bureau
■ dlylsKtn of tht Souttwrn Callloffilt Plmierlno Intmuia, Inc. 

21243 Vantura Souiavvd, Suit* 11S. Woodland hillt 91364
(818) 340-6767

Ctty. ecata, Up FEDERAL CREDIT UNION

608 S. New Hampshire Ave. ■ 
LosAngeies,CA 90005 I714/553-3301 213/620-1775 L Daytima Phona

What Do Architects Say About The AIA Trust Health Insurance Plan?l

■ 83% of participants say they are very satisfied, M 59% say the plan is a reason to belong to AIA*

A AIA TrustAnd in its December 1992 issue, MONEY Magazine says 
the AIA Trust's plan is an excellent example of a comprehensive 
medical coverage at a reasonable price. The American Institute of Architects 

Benefit Insurance Trust

1-800-343-2972Call for information...

• AJA mambr in«ur»we «vamawn 4 ne«Js assassmani study, wave #3 
Wiese Resaer^ Aseoeiates. October 1992
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Merit Awards
Client
DWP

Architect
Euerse Becket, Inc

Louis Naidorf, Princifai

Mehroao Yazdam, Senior Project

Designer

George Tooorovich. Project

Manager

Robert Griffith

Pedro newsern

Audrey Barrett

Steve Fader

JuuET Taft

Chris Osasa

Edison Crayne

Karen Munson

Keuv McBride

Hernan Bejarano

Debbie Pearson

Contractor
Montgomery Ross Fisher, Inc. DWP VAN NUYS HEADQUARTERS 

Ellerbe Becket, Inc.Structural Engineer 
Mabtin a Huang Internattonal

Distinguished Buildings CategoryI Mechanicai/Etectrical Engineer 
Eileme Becket. i«c.

Architecture Award went to Melinda Crav 
House designed bv architect Melimla Grav. 
M.H. described this architecture as “providing 
endless entertainment for the eve of any one liv
ing here.*

Great Building Awards: M.H. wasted to give 

a Merit Award for Gehrv's Universitv of 
Toledo Art Building. However, she disagrees 
with the Honor .Award to Gehrv's Iowa 

.Advanced Technologv Lab “because it is not as 
interesting as his other projects from this peri
od - but 1 onlv know this nork from the fr^- 

ments presented in the exhibit.* Residcntial/Ment 
.Awards: H. wanted to give Merit .Awards to, 
firstlv, Cbo Yiu Kwan for “the rich variety of 
geometric shapes, spaces, prisms and pyramids 

which add up to a vet^- complex house of great 
visual shapes. Secondly, the Prendergast 
Residence bv Edmund M. Einv. Big Building 
Awards: joint winners were Ellerbe Becket‘s and 

Gehrv’s RTD Headquarters Towers respectivelv. 
(Gehrv’s RTD Headquarters Towers was her 
favorite in the exhibition.)
Meager Means Award went to Orchids de Oro. 
Remarks M.H., “I assume this was a ‘meager 
means’ effort and that ‘oro’ in the title didn’t 
reflect the budget. However, an interesting 
statement/program and solution in the recy

cling of what the statement refers to as a 
'found* warehouse - all on a modest lot and 
hard on a big intersection.*

Adopting the same approach as his fellow' 
judges, business graduate (P.C.) offered his 

assessment subjugated to his own categories:

PuMIc Opinion
Some visitors to the recent design awards exhi
bition were incited to judge the work for them
selves. .An art historian, a business graduate and 

a preservationist assessed the schemes on the 
basis of what thev saw at the exhibit at the 
Pacific Design Center, and chose their own 

winners. Common to the respondents was the 
wav in which thev were quick to invent new 
categories not already met bv the design 
awards' existing categories.

Disenchanted bv the existing categories, the 
preservationist (M.M.M.) abandoned all cate
gories and made a single selection to represent 
her favorite structure with the following 
remarks: “Hotel Santa Fe, Euro Disnev, 
designed bv Antoine Predock: it figures that the 

most intelligent, harmonious, and attractive 
structure should be built in the land of make- 
believe. L.A, has alwavs been fertile, welcome 

ground for eccentrics and their dreams; now 
it's just a disjointed jumble. The earlv builders 

of the citv had a sense of self and a sense of 
purpose. Now, thev're wannabees and trendies; 
no one has a definitive dream anvmore, except 
Disnev.*
Similarly, an art historian (M.H.) adopted her 

osvn categories: A Challenging Concept Award 
(and “Unbuilt" category?) went to the Universal 
House designed bv Theodore Nathanson 
“because of its program dealing with light, 
sound, enei^v, water (and, I assume, its solu
tion for managing these for the good of the 
clients and the environment.)" Residential

Residential .Award: TTje most exciting and inno
vative residential project was The Plinth House. 
Remarks C., “this structure is engaging whilst 
the program is answered fullv. However, the 
type of materials employed is not clear.* P.C. 
also selected Rancho Cielo, hv G/F/B, which 

he saw as providing “ 'psychological' as svell as 
physical shelter,* Interior .Architecture .Award: 

Despite P.C.'s first choice, Cerritos Center for 
Performing Arts comments, “a prectv bad exte
rior, but it deserves note of a dramatic and 

functional auditorium - one of the best recent 
of its kind I have seen — that u ould make for an 
enjovable experience."

.Aside from the standard of design, M.M.M. 
comments that “there are a lot of projects 
entered which could use a good editor that is 
educated, unbiased and has an emotionally 

detached viewpoint. Creative people arc too 
invobed with their creations to notice the flans.*

Furthermore, M.M.M. questions the raison 
d’etre for architectural hvpe: "Getting atten
tion seems to be the operative force for so 
manv architects these davs. Their goal is fame 

—an instant recognition of stvle and name. 
Can’t buildings just quietlv take their place in 
the urban landscape? h doesn't mean thev can't 
be distinguished, ju^t that thev make an effort 
to be part of the whole, not scream their dif
ferences. It’s much the same as race relations 
seeking commonalities while retaining individ
ual identitv.*
The lay judges were verv interested in the uork 

on display, and verv serious in their evaluation 
of it. What seems to have been demonstrated 

is that, clearlv, appreciation of architecture is 
highiv subjective, and even more so among peo
ple not imbued with the value svstem of con

temporary architecture culture, which tends to 

suppress gut instinct, but nonetheless opinions 
of those outside the profession are worth lis

tening to.

*
Civil Engineer 
Roooway/Bo*kovet2 Assoc.

Lanascape Architect 
Mclenorez Assoc

t

»
Soils Enginecrirvg
T.K. iNGINEERtNGI

Elevator Consultant 
Lebch Bates ft Associates. Inc.

I
i

Photographer 
Adrian Veucescu

Archltecfs Statement 
The Petlgn intent ot thi* 
building serves at a much 
needed visual reminder that

liati' mi
gram, budget constraints, 
and a difficult site need not 
Inhibit tha design process, 
but rather, free the designer 
to Improvise and experiment.

Jury Comments 
Very well-thought and aes
thetic solution to what could 
have been e dreery program. 
We reeily appreciate the fact 
that there are different 
problems (with which) archi
tects have to deal.

CORK Jacobus & Yuang, Inc. TOOT Sa»v Awotu* 
Suit* 403

Weatvwood. CA 90024
TO 310-47&-1435 

Faa 310-441-1075 
Alt faa aia-44a-777SConstruction Coniultanta

AND LINOLEUM
ITS NATURAL FOR 

FLOORS AND WALLS
CORK AMERICA

5657 SANTA MONICA BLVD.. L A.. CA 90038 
(213) 469-3228 • FAX (213) 465-5866

COST ESTIMATING
(M.B.E. CERTIFIED)

See you next yearWe hove 15 yoars axparienca working with major Architects!



Client
John Benaroello

Architect
HooGETTs & Fung Design Assoc. 
Craig Hoogetts, Principal-in- 
Ctiarge
Ming Fung, Principai-m- 
Charge
Frank Clemente, Project 
Architect

Contractor 
Dennis Bailey

Structural Engineer 
Gordon Polon

Priotographer 
Tim Street-Porter

Architect's Statement 
One cannot build in the 
Hollywood Hills without 
respect for those who have 
built there before, in this 
home there are echoes of 
Rudolph Schindler,
Cameron Menzies, and 
Richard Neutra, who helped 
to establish a vocabulary 
and style suitable to the 
urtique social and topo
graphic environment to be 
found in Hollywood.

Jury Comments 
We were (impressed by) the 
strength and clarity of the 
intention. How does one 
put simple materials 
together in a special way. 
We appreciated the siting 
on the hillside. There's a 
lovely quality of light and 
space, which seems to be 
the ideal of living in 
California.

Hodgetts + Fung Design
Distinguished Buildings Category

Client
Bill ano Joan Crawford

Architect
Morphosis

Thom MAYNE-Principal 
Richard Lundouist 
Martin Mervel 
Maya Shimoguchi 
Ann Zollinger

Contractor
Paul Franz Construction

CRAWFORD RESIDENCEstructural Engineer
Erdeiyi-Mezey

Joseph Perazzelli

Mechanical Engineer
Jerry Sullivan And Associates

Electrical Engineer
Saul Goldin And Associates

Civil Engineer
Flowers And Associates

Landscape Architect
Burton And Spitz, Inc.

Photographer
Richard Barnes, Richard Barnes Photography
<iu Zwarts, Kim Zwarts Fotograaf

Architect's Statement
The Initial Intuitive, reflexive approach to the land is tempered by the rational
ity of a method of articulation which is committed to a rigor of execution. The
domestic language or 'house-ness*' results from the collision of conceptual
intentions and pragmatic, utilitarian requirements.

Jury Comments
A protect of tremendous beauty. It has a particular power to it in the way it's
used to find it's place on the land.



Client
Linda Lawson and Tracv Westen

Architect
Eric Owen Moss Architects 
Eric Owen Moss.
Jay Vanos, Project Associate 
Todd Conversano

Jae LiM, Jennifer Rakow, Shenc-yuan Hwang, Scott M Nakao. Dana 
SwiNSKY Cantelmo, Amanda Hyoe. Elissa Scrafano, Augis Geogauoas 
Mark Lehman, Eric Holmquist, Sophie Harvey, Christine Lawson. 
Andreas Aug, Urs Padrun. Christoph Lueder

Contractor 
Adwirai Construction

Structural Engineer
Davis-Fejes Design/Davis Design croup

Mechanical 
Engineer 
AEC Systems Merit Awards
Photographer 
Todd Conversano

Electrical Engineer 
Saul Goldin

Landscape Architect
Linda Lawson with Rolle J. Wilhite ASLD

Photographer 
Tow Bonner

Nick Tucker/L.A Aerial Photography

Architect's Statement
The clients should be acknowledged because Tracy and Linda 
were essential to what this house came to be. The kitchen Is 
where they entertain, so that space became the focal element 
of the building. , . (There may be perceived) in this project an 
inclination toward conceptual dissection—toward taking apart 
buildings at both a large scale, (meaning roofs and walls), and 
at the next scale down (like doors and windows), and further 
still (to screws and washers). It Is. But there's also a way to re
assemble the pieces. Apart and back together. Both.

LAWSON/WESTON I 
Eric Owen Moss Arc
Distinguished Buildings Category

Jury Comments
I liked the energy. I think It's a very powerful and difficult 
house, not an easy house but then nor is Eric. I think It's an 
accomplished and important piece of architecture. (Billie 
Tsien)Client

Pacific Heritage Bank

fIRST STtECTArchitect
Rockefeller-hricak Architects 
Darrell S. Rockefeller, 
Principal
Michael Hricak. Principal 
Paul Rosen, Project Manager 
Andrea Bellon, Interior 
Designer
Michael Robinson, Project 
Architect
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PACIFICl HERITAGE 4P|K 
Rockefejielr/firicak ArchitectsContractor

Ray Wilson Construction

ry: Interior AlthitectureStructural Engineer 
BP Consulting Engineers

/
/^ ss4s

•**!Mechanical/Electncal Engineer 
Donald F. Dickerson Assoc /
Photographer 
David Glomb

Architect's Statement 
The first level is devoted to 
banking operations and cus
tomer areas. We chose 
palette of materials—wood, 
stone, metal and glass—that 
would reflect the philoso
phy of the bank, namely 
keeping alive a tradition of 
service and personal atten
tion while embracing tech
nology. Rather than any 
direct references to tradi
tional Japanese design, we 
chose to acknowledge its 
influence and our client's 
cultural heritage by 
employing a disciplined 
approach to developing a 
design language.
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Jury Comments 
Very refreshing. Simple and 
straightforward, very ele
gant for a bank. Not only 
did they listen hard (to 
their client), they designed 
everything in the project.

. •s'



Edmund M. Einy Architects 
PRENDERGAST RESIDENCE

Project Category; Unbuilt Project

Client
Mrs Maurhn Prenoergast

Architect's Statement 
The design of this house explores living 
spaces that blur the boundaries between 
Indoors and outdoors, making the landscape 
a contingent part of the whole. Special con
cerns consisted of producing clear internal 
spaces, a flexibility of room arrangements, 
and a simple, adaptable, overall plan organi
zation,

Architect
Edmund M. Einy. AIA

Structural/Mechanical/Electrical Engineer 
OvE Arup & Partners California 
Richard Hough 
Martin Long

Jury Comments
(This represents) a new direction, at least In 
Florida and Chicago. Very quiet and straight
forward. thoughtful project. There is an 
integrity to It that made It stand out.

Civil Engineer 
Smith-Emery Company

landscape Architect 
Richard W. Thomas

Photographer 
Adrian Velicescu

^HSHLJdSSSSSS.'

Model Maker 
Model Concepts Inc.

Am m m Cftarum?

Matthews and Associates 
OT KINNEY STUDIO 7M* *«wr ATrrwww nM*r ^

Dtsintiguished Buildings Category(The project was originally submitted in the 
Meager Means category.)

Client
Lise Mathews

Architect
Lise Matthews, Principal for Design 
JOHN M Smith. Project architect

Contractor 
Summit Construction

Structural Engineer 
NivER Engineering

Landscape Architect
Lise Matthews, AIA ASID & Associates

Landscape Consultant 
Robert M Fletcher

Photographer 
Coy V. Howard

Architect's Statement
What are the effects of bold gesture, of Inti
mate detail on the viewer? Bold gesture at 
the level of building volume requires a certain 
"distancing” of the viewer from the building 
in order for the whole to be appreciated. 
Intimate detail draws the viewer closer, offer
ing greater and greater richness as the viewer 
approaches.

Jury Comments
Generous and elegant. Generous In a quiet 
and lovely way to Abbot Kinney. Touched with 
a series of almost silent but powerful details.



am Adams, Architect 
RCIA APARTMENTS

C

Distinguished Buildings Category
(The project was originally submitted in the 
Meager Means category.)

Client
City of Santa Monica

Architect
William Aoams FAIA, Principle Designer 
Pam Chandler, Project Architect 
Eric Odor. Designer 
George Proctor, Designer 
JOHN Adams, Assist. Project Architect

Contractor
Burns-Pacific Merit Awanjs
Structural Engineer 
Parker-Resnick

Mechamcal/Electrical Engineer 
Donlite S Associates

Landscape Architect 
Raymond Hansen Assoc., Inc

Photographer 
Douglass Hill

Architecfs Statement
The nature of these 30 affordaPle apartment units on four 
separate sites, arose from an attempt to balance cost effective 
construction with a number of social concerns. These concerns 
Involved respecting and enhancing the individual neighbor
hood contexts, encouraging a sense of community, and provid
ing positive contributions to the identity of the occupants.
The average construction cost for the four projects, Including 
the subterranean parking is $66 per square foot.

Jury.Cofrun^tg
We appreciated the idea that you could take a simple afford
able condition and manipulate it In different ways . . .a proto
type adfpted to the specific site condition. Without being 
imitative, it tries to rebuild pieces of the city In a beautiful 

way.

Architect
Antoine Predock Architect. FAiA 
Antoine Prebqck

Cameron Erdmann, Tony Evanko, John Bass.
Phyllis Cece, Curtis Scmarfinaker, Geoff Beebe,
Jon Anderson, Kevin Srence, Jean Pike, Jim 
Visscher, Hadrian Predock, Eileen Devereaux, Keith 
Robertson, Geoff Adams, Rebecca Rioen, Samual 
Sterling, Chris Calott. David Nelson. Rebecca 
Ingram, John Fleming, Mischa Farrell, Paul 
Gonzales, Mark Donahue, Brett Oaks, Jeffrey 
Wren, Jorge Burband, Robb Romero, Doug Friend, 
Dorothy Pierson, Daniel Andrade. Christopher 
Stacecki, Jennifer Jaroin

Architect's Statement
The design for the Classroom/Laboratory 
/Administration building creates a symbolic 
gateway for the Cal Poly campus, a threshold 
btween the desert to the east and the city of 
Los Angeles to the west. Serving as a symbol 
of transformation for the campus, the CLA 
building Is anchored to historical atmos
pheres and the spirit of the Pomona Valley.

I didn't know whether to love it or hate, but 
I ended up loving it. We appreciated a lot 
the spaces. . . and were drawn by the clarity 
of intention.

Associate Architect 
Gensler and Associates _—

Antoine Predock, Architect 
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC CLASS

LAB-ADMIN BUILDING

Contractor 
HuntCor, INC-

structural Engineer
Robin E. Parke Associates, Inc.

Mechanlcai/Electrical Engineer 
Timmerman, Evans, Schreiber

Distinguished Buildings Category

Civil Engineer 
Chavez Grieves 
Consulting Engineers

ir
Specifications 
William C. Kelley. CSI

^ .Landscape Architect 
Foo, Inc.

Photographer 
Timothy Hursley A
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Architect
0 Gehsv & ASSOC

fBANK pnncipa*0 Geh*y, Design
Principal

De«to>.. Managing
and Thomas J. HOOS ^ Projects

Roberta Weise"
project Designer Ktvm OAuv. Tom Dulev,Wai-Sh . Edwin Chan.BiESMAN-SlEMON^TOM BuRESH, Bruce CAROCC STOO^Al^t)Davio Pakshong

MecQNi

ArcnitecTAssociate Kruse. Blunck
Herbert, Lewis.

Contractor IWTERNATIONAl, 'NC-
ManagementCost Planning

Structural Engineer
Consultants, P t--

STRUCTURAL

icai/Electrical Engineer
Wray pcMecnani

KiMMEU-lENSEN-Wegerer-

- Architect 
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Landscape
Herbert.
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Erich Koyama
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Principal
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Project Architect
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Architect
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Client
Sarah R Graham and Marc M Angeui

Architect
Angelii/Graham Architecture

Sarah R Graham and Marc M Akigelh, Partners
Manuel Sholl
RETO PfENNINGER

Mathias Ko#€LT

Anthony Paraoowski 

Bruce Fullerton Honor AwardsMark Adams

Jim Wollum

Bill Paluch

Contractor
Kelly Names

Structural Engineer
OvE Arup & Partners CAiifORMiA
Michael W. IShlER

Landscape Architect 
Sarah Graham

Angelil/Graham Architecture

Photographer 
Julius Shulman

Michael Arden

Steel Fabrication 
John McCoy, Steel Art

AfCfLitftCt's Statement
The starting point for the project was a steep hillside site, considered essential
ly unbuildable. It was recognized from the outset that the civil/structural engi
neering would be a significant component of the work. The architecture would 
be dependent upon the tectonics of its making, rather than image oriented fig
uration.

EXPERIMENTAL HOUSE
Olstln9Uish#d Buildings Category

Jury Comments
It has an economy of means and a kind of subdued calmness . . . suited to the 
mood of the times, particularly in California. BrJjllant synthetic planning of a 
topographical condition and If a program.

■■■ V’.

•<

there's a certain simplicityClient
South Coast Air Quallty 
MaNASEMINT DiSTRtCT

that goes through It but
there's also a kind of lesson
in how spaces and things are
put together that is an edu-Afchltect

Aieks Istaniuuu and John 

Kauski Architecture Cmr Oeskm 
Auks Istansuliu, Project 
Architect
Ron GOpEREbSEN
BiU Terbamqrse 
Chris Serra

cation for children in Its own
right. I would really like my
children to be there because
there is so much light and
alr.(Laurinda Spear)

Aleks Istanbullu and John Kaliskiy'iContractor 
Wahc MuesroNE

Structural Engineer 
Structural Design

COLIAIORATIVE

McchankalfElectricaf Engineer 
KtM. Casey i Harare

Landscape Architect 
Emmet Wemple & Assoc.

Photographer
Tom Bonner

The program called tor the 
design of a mw cost center 
meeting the minimum state 
iicenslng requirements. The 
design solution recogniaes 
the proklfnity of the site to 
a freeway, the desert cli
mate and the office park 
context. Two distinct build
ings enclose a protected 
play ground which is the 
functional and visual heart 
of the center.

.a'

}uii C9mmcnu
A wonderful project because



Archit«ctur« In Los Angoles and the *

AI A/LA
Design
Awards

J urors JohnA confluence of seemingly unrelated forces is giving rise to new
architectural problems and new ways of working, that clearly dis-

Casbariantinguish this decade from the last.. The computer, the recession.

social inequity, environmentalism and an increasing preoccupation FAIA, Bruce
with issues of urbanism; all these contribute to a change in direc-

Graham FAIA,tion for architecture and design, that is making itself manifest in

new phenomena such -technology, community building.as eco Jorge Silvetti,computer aided architecture, and greater collaboration with other

Laurinda Speardesign professionals and the public.

Citywide, there many expressions of this evolution. Forare FAIA and Billieexample, on Bunker Hill the voluptuous curves and folds of a piece
of Gchry-designed stone music will be realised thanks, in part, to 

the interpretive skills of highly sophisticated CAD equipment and 

its technician. Meanwhile, no less significant a use of high tech- 

nology can be found put to low-tech use in another comer of down

town. Genesis 1, a community of pioiyester fibreglass, solar-powered 

domes, providing transitional housing for the homeless, is an inspired, 

socially pre^essive, example of eco-technology by crusader Ted Hayes 

and Buckminster Fuller protege Craig Chamberlain.

Another socially oriented project is the effort on the part of 

DSPAC (Downtown Strategic Plan Advisory Committee), a multi
disciplinary collaborative, to create a plan to regenerate down

town, that is plausible socially, economically and urbanistically. In 

keeping with this ambition for downtown, the State of California 

plans the rehabilitation for office use of several historic sites, while 

tall building architect Richard Keating has thrown his energies 

into the design of a skylit bus and bus-route, that will bring con

ventioneers to downtown hotels. And corporate architects 

Jolmson, Fain and Pereira have developed a proposal, in the iq»irit 
of work Common Ground and Tree People/, for greening the city.

Meanwhile, combos of local architects and public artists collab

orate on subway stations and other infrastructure projects, that will 

change the way citizens of Los Angeles interact.

Two arcdiitects noted for work that is blatantly individualist are 

also partiepating in some interesting collaborations. Recently 

opened in downtown is Rotondfs Nicota restaurant. This inviting 

composition of rib-like struts, warm colors and surfaces,- and dra

matic, anthropomorphic steel and lycra lights, owes its rich, 
earthy, organic—and, dare I say, feminine —quality not only to a 

change in sensibility for the architect, Michael Rotondi (who says 

the project is about **love” and “nurturing,” in contrast to the more 

aggressive Morphosis work of the Eighties) but also his productive 

collaboration with two talented designing women, graphic design

er April Greiman (graphics, surfaces and colors) and industrial 

designer Lisa Krohn (lights). Greiman and Rotondi are also col

laborating, with designer David Davis, on the design of an Interior 

cityscape for the L.A. Art Fair, whidi, in.its own gesture of inclu

siveness, is including architecture in the show this year.

Former Rotondi partner Thom Mayne, now sole principal of 

Morphosis, is himSelf teaming up—with Ray Kappe, Arnold Stalk, 

and Hodgetts and Fung, to develop a scheme for housing for the 

homeless in Las Vegas.
All of the above, and this was just a sampling, suggest a range 

of ongoing architectural activity far broader than was implied by 

the recent design awards program. Given that the fruits of these 

efforts are largely not yet built, and that complex externa! factors 

cannot be registered in photographs, it might be churlish to suggest 
that a jury should have taken into account a set of conditions and 

concerns peculiar to 1993. Nonetheless, the selection and analysis 

of the award-winning schemes did seem somewhat anachronistic.

The jurors (Jorge Silvetti, Laurinda Spear, John Casparian, Bruce 
Graham and Billie Tsien), who were disarmingly taciturn in their 

commentary, gave about half of the 13 merit and honor awards 

to projects by the famous West Coast “avant-garde:” Frank Gchry, 
Eric Owen Moss, Morphosis, Hodgetts & Fung. And Antoine

Tsien con
ferred 13 
design awards 
at the 1993 
AIA/LA Design 
Awards pro
gram. Well- 
organized by 
Michael Hricak 
AIA and the 
Design Awards 
Committee, the 

program con
sisted of a 
symposium, 
jolly reception, 
celebration 
and awards 
ceremony. 
While the win
ning schemes 
were undoubt
edly of high 
quality, the 
selection 
raised some 
questions 
about the state 
of architecture 
in L.A.in 1993. 
—FJ.A.

Predock. These were striking, sometimes whimsical works, for 

which the most commonly applied adjective was “powerful." The 

rest of the awards went to projects by lesser-known architects 

that shared qualities almost antithetical to those of the “avant- 

garde.” The unbuilt house by Edmund Einy, the gracious build

ings by Alex Istanbullu, Lise Mathews, Mehrdad Yazdani, 
Rockefeller Hricak, William Adams and Angelil/Graham were 

characterized by a modernist simplicity, clarity of purpose, integri

ty and calm. The most commonly applied adjectives to these pro

jects were “simple* and "elegant."
Either way, the selected works tallied with an East Coast archi

tect’s (and the jury, while being from Chicago, Florida and New 

York, represented an East Coast outlook) view of what consti

tutes good modem architecture and, specifically, good Los Angeles 

architecture, based on a limited set of parameters having to do 

largely with issues of formal design/style and spatial organisation, 

as perceived in photographs, and particular to a certain architec
tural sub-culture.

Barely touched upon, as is normal in design award programs, and 

indeed in architecture education, were such relevant issues as: con

text (touched upon only lightly with respect to Gehry’s Prague 

building and William Adams' Garcia Apartments), energy-eflicien- 

or sustainability, technological or structural prowess (referred 

to in the case of Angelil/Graham's project), creativity with com

puter, cost-effectiveness, sensuality, liveability (remarked upon in 
the case of Aleks Istanbullu’s childcare center), preservation, secu

rity and social or political implications (arguably an issue in these 

hyper-sensitive times). Indeed, the urban design category, which 

included Richard Keating’s thoroughly sensible solution to the 

problem of hospitality for downtown conventioneers, was com

pletely ignored.

The result was an array of winning, doubtless meritous, projects, 
of which most appeared, in their nonchalant, photogenic attractiveness, 

to represent the Los Angeles the age of “object building.”
Maybe Design Awards can inherently be no more than a beauty 

contest. But the program might be more lively and interesting if 

it strove to do more. With a view to encouraging a debate that 

the jury failed to ignite, L.A. Architect asked some visitors to the 

exhibit for their opinions of the work. The findings of an art his

torian, a business graduate, and a preservationist are published at 

the end.

cy

TRISH MARTIN

Photos

Above; Winners and Jurors 
at the Design Awards. 
Photo by Bernard Wolf.(213) 664-7922



BURNS PACIFIC CONSTRUCTION CO. INC.
Builders-Con tractors 
CONGRATULATES

THE ARCHITECT, OWNER, AND THE CITY OF SANTA MONICA
FOR

THE CREATION OF AN EXCEPTIONAL PROJECT OF 
LOW AND MODERATE INCOME HOUSING 

KNOWN AS THE GARCIA APARTMENTS

BURNS PACIFIC CONST. INC. 
Builders-Con tractors 

Thousand Oaks California
L.A. Architect 
thanks ours 
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Job Opportunities
AIA Trust

Attention Architects:

Complete Photo Reproduction | 
AND Proposal Service

Archetype Kansas Seeks Dean
The University of Kansas School of Architecture 

and Uroan Design is seeking a Dean. The 
School has accredited professional programs in 

Architecture, Urban Planning, and 
Architectural Engineering. The School also 

maintains a number of respected undergradu
ate, graduate and international academic pro
grams and a variety of educational opportuni

ties in the metropolitan Kansas City area.
Candidates must have an earned ter 

minal degree or professional equivalent in one 
of the three academic areas of the School, and 
eligibility for appointment as a full professor 

A complete job description is 
available upon request.

The position is available July, 1 1994. 
Salary will be commensurate with qualifica
tions and experience. Screening will begin 

January 4, 1994, with applications accept'&a 
until the position is filled. Nominations are 
welcomed. Applkations and nominations 

should be sent to; Professor Kent 
Spreckelmeyer / Office of Academic Affairs / 

132 Strong Hall / University of Kansas / 
Lawrence, KS 66045-1515. EO / AA employer.

Bums Pacific Construction

Cork America

Crowell Insurance Agency

OWP

b.G. Associates

Douglas Slone

Envision Design Centers Let the professionals at PROLAB make your 
proposals, submittals> and reports shine with 
briUiant prints, color-corrected laser copies, 
and expert collating and binding. We'll do it 
all with our own state-of-the art equipment 
and quality materials.

■ We work fiom any original, any size
■ 35mm, 4x5, 8x10 color trans and negs
■ Canon 500 -t- 5$0 w/ 35mm film scanner
■ Custom color prints & color stats
■ Typesetting and design
■ Mounting, laminating and collating
■ Custom binding including wire binding
■ R(/SH SERVICE available...

ESC Structure! Engineers 

Federal Engineers Credit Union

Form Zero

Garden Pacific

Huber, Hunt & Nichols

I & J Construction

Jacobus & Yuang, Inc.

Jerry Sullivan & Associates

Unea

Melendrez Assoc.

National Roofing Contractors

Association (NRCA)

Project Cost Management

Plastering Information Bureau

PROLAB Custom Color Lab
10325 Jefferson Boulevard 
Culver City, CA 90232

Pick-up and delivery service

Wanted
Part Time Sales/Estimators for Marble and Tile 
Company. Bfue Print reading skills and sales
manship necessary for success. Make your 

own hours. Cali (818) 989-3217

Prolab

Robert Cornell & Associates,

Inc.

310-204-4608Robin Dunita

Trish Martin
Woodbury Seeks Professor

Assistance Professor/Architecture Outstanding 
teaching abilities. Master of Architecture or 
equivalent terminal degree and architectural 
registration required, current practice desir
able. Teach combination of design studio and 

lecture courses, student advising, and commit
tee work. Send letter of interest, resume, 

names and addresses of three references and 
photocopies of current work to: Human 

Resources Office, Woodbury University. 7500 
Glenoaks Blvd., Burbank. CA. 91510-7846

Van Nostrand Rheinhold

Zampel Group, Inc.

Book-keeper Sought
Bookkeeper-full charge. Computer experience 
required-minimum 5 years, prefer timberline. 
Architect, WLA. Resume, references & expect

ed salary to FAX (310) 659-2167 or Box 
461655, L.A. 90046

Design Office Seeks Principal
Architects: Statewide architectural design firm 
seeks talented designer / marketing oriented 
principal for Venice office. Position requires 
motivated individual with positive attitude 

interested in working as a team member within 
collaborative design oriented practice. 

Tremendous opportunity for advancement with 
immediate opportunity to participate on design 
of large scale projects Send resume with salary 

requirements to; DesignARC Inc.
North Salsipuedes, Suite 210,

Santa Barbara, CA. 93103.



Left page, top: Remains of 
a building. Photo by Peter 
Cohn
Below; New buildings in 
Oaltiand. Photo by John 
Ellis.
This page, top; A Malibu 
Home destroyed. Photo by 
Mitzl March Mogul.
This page, below: a rain
water saving cistern.
Title designed by Keith Song
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LA on Fire

The city burning is Los

Angeles' deepest image of

Itself.

Los Angeles weather is 

the weather of catastro

phe. of apocalypse, and. 

just as the reliably tong 

and bitter winters of New 

England determine the 

way life is lived there, so 

the violence and the 

unpredictability of the 

Santa Anas effect the 

entire quality of life in Los 

Angeles, accentuate its 

impermanence, its unrelia

bility. The wind shows us 

how to ^ edge we are.
Joan Didion. Los Angeles 

Notebook
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A fire-fighter who would only gives his name 
as Perrier A. said , “I am damn glad that water 
wasn’t rain water from last winter’s storm or
somebody's gray-watcr, because I drank a--------
load of it!" When asked how the water tasted, 
he said, “It tasted pretty good, but, personally, 
I prefer sparkletts."

Lieutenant R. O’Head complained that the 
power just had cut out as he was quenching his 
thirst from a fire hvdrant up Tuna Canyon. 
Fortunately, he had a bottle of Perrier in the back 
seat of the fire truck, but he told this reporter, 
“Off the record, mind you, I say we use Perrier on 
the fire and save this stuff coming out of the h^‘d^ant 
for drinking!’’

Crete culverts, more storm drains, emergency 
backup pumps and improved water mains serv
ing fire hydrants in late winter.

Instead of getting rid of storm run-off, we 
should keep hold of every drop that touches any 
part of our property. It should be stored in 
large cisterns, a reserve kept for fire protection, 
and the excess used for all manner of chores, 
including watering the garden, hosing the car, 
and .so on. In addition, this water supply could 
be used in the invent of a disaster cutting u.s 
off from the electric utility grid. The supply 
could be stored at a high point on the proper
ty, coupled with a small back-up generator that 
could run the pump and generate electricity for 
the house,

It should be a crime to allow rainwater to 
escape from one’s property, particularly rain
water falling on an impermeable surface such 
as rood or a driveway. It should be a crime 
because the water that we use to fight fires— 
the stuff that comes out of the fire hydrant—is 
precious drinking water,

AIA/YAF Hold Rebuilding Seminar for 
Fire Victims
The Young Architect's Forum (YAF) of the 
AIA/LA and the Pasadena/Foothill AIA Chapter 
held a seminar for victims of the recent fires 
that swept the Lo.s Angeles area. The presenta
tion was held at the Altadena Library on 
November 13 and was aimed at assisting 
Pasadena/Foothitl neighborhoods damaged by 
the fires.

A small, but appreciative crowd was in atten
dance. The panel was made up of YAF members 
Peter De Maria, Harry Otto and Dan Searight,' 
Pasadena/Foothill Chapter Pre.sident John 
Tegtmeycr and LA County Engineer Peter 
Knowiton. The preseniation'covered damage 
as.s<’ssment, the owner-architect-contractor rela
tionship, the planning and design process and 
the construction phase, as well as types of con
tractual agreements drawn between the various 
parties involved.

County engineer Knowiton was part of par
ticular interest to those in attendance as he laid 
to rest rumors of a building moratorium that 
had been spreading. He outlined the plan of 
approval process from “how to get started” to 
the various agencies that will have to approve 
any plans to rebuild. He also discussed the 
County’s concern that residents meet with as 
little bureaucratic red tape as possible, Knowles 
also suggested residents would be best served 
by hiring an architect/designer to assist in the 
assessment, design and approval process. On a 
lighter note, he offered suggestions on the best 
ways to get and maintain cooperation between 
applicants, plan checkers and inspectors.
The presentation was highlighted by a lively 
question and answer period that proved to be 
beneficial to not only to individuals seeking 
rebuilding information, but to the architectural 
and engineering professionals in attendance. The 
homeowners thanked the panel and invited the 
YAF to contact neighborhood associations to 
repeat the presentation. The seminar will be 
offered in other affected areas as interest dic
tates. In addition, as with this seminar and those 
that mav be offered in the future, the utmost 
care is being taken to conform with the AlA’s 
high ethical standards and guidelines. The YAF 
would like to especially thank Kate Diamond, 
Virginia Tanzmann and ]<An Tegtnaeyer for their 
input and guidance in putting this seminar togeth-

Iah McIlvaihe

SUSTAINABLE BUILDING GUIDE 
AND CATALOG NOW AVAILABLE 
In the CSI format/ you may now 
Specify Products for your next 
project without the research 
expense. Visit our Showroom... 
Custom Environmental and 

Conventional Builders geared to meet your needs - 
When attention to detail/ value & budget count/
I & J Makes the Difference*. To order The Catalog 

CALL 310.395.7533 or FAX 310.395.0224

Fighting Fire with Perrier
Source.s say that fire-fighters in the recent 
Malibu wildfire used water that was brought in 
from 300 hundred miles away, flocculated to 
remove accumulated sediment from its trip 
down the mountains, run through granular acti
vated carbon filters, and treated with ozone and 
chloramines to make it safe to drink before 
being pumped out to Malibu fire hydrants.

“It was putting out the fire pretty good, and, 
let me tell you, it tasted darn good, too” said 
Captain Sparks Lets, of the Malibu Fire 
Department. “You developed a powerful thirst 
fighting those fires!"

■ More than 330 
exhibiting 
companies

Those who have attended this prestigious event 
in the past know the benefits of attending.
■ Approximately 900 booths representing more than 330 companies displaying the 

latest products and services available in the roofing industry.

■ Educational programs that run the gamut From total quality management and green 
roofing to pricing for profit and metal roofing. These programs, presented by 
industry professionals, address issues that will effect you and your business 
operations.

■ Special events that feature dynamic speakers and musical entertainment provide 
informal settings to enable you to network with thousands of your peers from across 
the country.

Experience the grandeur, learn from the experts and discus-s your interests and 
concerns with fellow roofing professionals. This is an event for all roofing 
professionals, from small residential shops to large commercial corporations. Everyone 
will find value in attending.

If you haven’t made your plans to attend, don’t delay. Register early and reserve your 
hotel accommodations to ensure your place at NRCA’s 107th Annual Convention and 
Exhibit You can also take advantage of group airfares by booking your flight through 
Delta or United airlines.

■ 19 educational 
programs

■ Thousands of 
roofing 
professionals

Where can you find 
all this?

er.
Daniel S. Searisht, Assoc. AIA

Fire and Water Sense
The fire’s appetite has been quendied. Now, hill
side residents worry about winter mudslides.

It is ironic that in winter, the aim is to get 
rid of rain-water as quickly as possible. This 
rain-water eventually flows out into the Santa 
Monica Bay laden with pollutants picked up 

along the way.
Then, at summer’s end, wildfire’s strike, and 

fire-fighters find, in some instances, that there 
is no pressure in the water lines. Too much 

water; then too little.
And the solutions to this problem? More con-

At NRCA's 107th 
Annual Convention 
and Exhibit in 
San Francisco on 
Feb. 20-23/ 1994. To receive a detailed description of all the convention and trade show activities, 

contact: NRCA Convention Department 
10255 W. Higgins Road. Suite 600 
Rosemoni, Illinois 60018-5607 
Phone: 708/299-9070 
Fax: 708/299-1183

MKAk KtnnAnn.ll 
Conwantten «nd Exhfett 
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Habitation In the hills and ized master plan, especially when landLessons From Oakland tricts based upon the predominant character ofowner-
canyons of Malibu and ship is dispersed among thousands of separateThere is nothing unusual about fires in Los the pre-fire conditions. The area is famous for

simitar areas must be con> Angeles, it is a desert city with only two dis- thc shingle-clad, Arts and Crafts houses origi-owners.
What Oakland permitted, however, has madetinct seasons, one beginning in January lasting nated in the Berkeley hills by Bernard Maybecksidered a new category of

a significant difference to the appearance of thethree or four months when it rains, and one and his disciples. These have been reinterpret-habltation, a "post mod-
rebuilt hillsides. The planning department prelasting eight or nine months during which it ed with skill and inventiveness by subsequent

em acosystam,' wbata pared guidelines for rebuilding that permittedburns or gets ready to bum." (Joan Didion in generations, right up to the present day, by
tba city Is brought place- owners to increase the size of their homes by“After Henry”) architects such as Wurster, Esherick, Turnbull,
meal Into tha wlldamass. up to 3,800 square feet.The tragic wildfires that destroyed 10 percent, Fernau and Hartman.orso many

whichever was larger. Height and set back lim-Tha city In tha woods Is Another lesson that could be learned from thehouses and communities in Malibu and Laguna
its were determined as well as increased Oakland fire is the need to establish advancedBeach earlier this month are the latestfar ramovad from tha
requirements for off-street parking. Otherreminders of how vulnerable parts of California tree planting programs early on in the rebuild-con-agrarian lifastyla ^at
trols covered the height and extent of retainingto this type of disaster. With this reality ing program. Usually landscaping goes in last atareIncluded grazing of anl- walls and the type of landscaping.in mind, how prepare for future wild- the end of the construction schedule. But if thecan we

mats, cutting of firewood. Tfie results are beginning to appear. To datefires and what lessons can we learn from past rebuilt hillsides are to return to anything like
and regular burning of 700 dwellings have been built and another 400 their pre-fire condition soon, they will need toThe Oakland Hills Firestorm ofexperience.

are in approval. Full build-out is not expectedbrush as part of normal October 1991 of a far greater magnitude have rapid-growing greenery to soften thewas
to be complete for another 5 years.than the recent fires, with The3,200 dwellings impact of so much and bulky construction.managemtnt of tha over new
appearance of what has been rebuiltdestroyed and 25 people killed. It was the far has Street tree planting and the introduction ofsohomastaad.
caused dismay not only among architects andlargest and most destructive urban fire since the belts of trees on open lots should be encouraged

Indiganous paoplas of urban designers, but also the local community.San Francisco Earthquake and Fire in 1906. possible, so that trees and housesas soon as
California also practiced The first wave of rebuildingThe fire wiped out hundreds of turn-of-the- done by those grow up together.was
fire managamant. who made quick settlements with their insur- The next generation of buildingscentury houses, large expensive single-family likelyare

Prof. Steve Pyne. Arizona dwellings set in bucolic landscaping overlook- ance companies and hired builders rather than to be more avant-garde—houses designed by
architects to design and construct. The abilitying the Bay. It also destroyed whole apartment local and out of town architects that are some-State West
to increase the size of the rebuilt houses hascomplexes and rows of recently built town- times radically different from what has been
resulted in a much denser, more urban envi-houses in known as the Hiller built to date. These include designs by Frankan areaMalibu doesn't have the ronment than before. This ability, coupled withHighlands. The hills crisscrossed with Israel, Stanley Saitowitz, House & House, Jimwereright to Jeopardize Santa the lack of any vegetation or trees, togeth-twisting roads, and this was one of the Jennings, Ace Architects, and others. Many ofnarrow new

Monka and the City of LA. er with the extensive use of largemajor causes of many deaths as emergency vehi- of stuc- these schemes were on display at the Limnareas
Society has a fight to CO, has created a very different place than thatcles couldn't get up the hills and those trying to Gallery in San Francisco earlier in the year and

before the fire.escape were trapped by the speed of the flames. open to public view at the Berkeleyenforca "craativa laglsla- are now
Fire fighting In retrospect it may have been a mistake tohampered by power failures Design Center in downtown Berkeley. Theywastion" that would ragulata

have allowed such substantial increases inthat knocked out pumping stations providing continue the tradition of the special one-off
building, ragardtass of water to fire hydrants. dwelling size. Some owners took advantage of houses that were part of the character of the
tha opposition of local the legal loophole and have doubled the size ofIn the two years since the fire, a great deal of hills and tend to be located in the lower-densi-
bomaownars. their former dwellings to theeffort has been made to rebuild the communi ty areas.maximum

Kevin Starr, USC ties, both psychologically as well as physically. 3,800 square feet allowed. In 5 years time, it will be interesting to see
The other unfortunate result has been theMental health support groups have helped the character of these communities, in terms ofsur-

apparent lack of any architectural controls invivors to put their lives back together again and their appearance, landscaping, and social inter-Reguiatlon, Including fire
cope with the terrible loss that a house with a terms of materials, roof forms, window propor- The jury is still out on the Oaklandaction.resistant roofs and plantl- lifetime of memories represents. Most of the tions. Whereas before the fire, the lush foliage Hills rebuilding. One thing is certain, howev-

ng, won't eliminate the and generous dimensions between buiiding.ssurvivors remained in the area, finding tempo- going to have to gel used to the dis-er: we are
risks significantly. People rental allowed for an eclectic mix of architecturalaccommodation aster of fires like these more often ifrary in we
will always push the Oakland/Berkeley. It is estimated that about styles, the higher density and complete lack of continue to build in urban forests.

landscaping creates a harsh, jarring cacophony20 percent decided not to move back and have John Ellisenvelope as far a living
John Ellis is a Sinior Associate in the Sanof forms and a lack of unifying order.settled elsewhere. The remainder have planned Oneon hills. In swamps (i.e.. Francisco firm of Anshsn + Allen. Architects

solution might have been to mandate specificto rebuild. Some have attempted to reconstruct AMO IS A VISITINS LECTURER AT U.C. BERKELEY.Venice), etc., is con-
their homes exactly as they were, in an effort to materials and architectural styles for certain dis

cerned. Today, however. recreate the community into its pre-fire con-
we lack a respect for ecol- figuration. Others have used the opportunity to

T
ogy and ecosystem. start again and have hired architects to give 

them the house they always dreamed of.
Both Oakland and Berkeley city planning 

departments streamlined their permit process to 
speed up the approvals process, in an effort to 
rebuild as quickly as possible. In doing so they 
avoided the opportunity to undertake any seri
ous effort to prepare a thoughtful urban design 
strategy for the character of the rebuilt com
munities. In this, they have followed the pat
tern from history. Both London in the Great 
Fire of 1666 and San Francisco in 1906 put 
aside ambitious plans that had previously been 
designed by Evelyn and Wren in 1665 and 
Daniel Burnham only a month before the 1906 
quake. In the rush to return to normalcy, there 
never seems to be time to redesign to an ideal-

ObjBct-making In archltBC- 
ture and landscaping has 
become "Indigestible." 
Lack of responsibility and 
respect for neighbors {see 
Berkeley] has Invited gov
ernment regulation to flit 
the void.

Sam Hall Kaplan, Critic

Quotes from KCRW’s Which 
Way LA?, hosted by 
Warren Oiney.



New Members 
AIA
Thomas Davis Jr. 
Loma Tansey 
Julio Ribeiro 
James Jeffrey Hall 
Donna Lee Vaccarino 
Ellen J. Wright 
Alexander Whang 
James Heaton 
Joseph Kruklel 
Humberto Camacho- 
Melgoea

*

Architect
Plans for Downtown defended . .

Associates 
Dwight Bond 
Kyna D. Healy 
Arnulfo Martinez Jr. 
Dong Xiao 
Paula Aramendia

ones. Talks continue as Macv’s stalls For time,
Does Macy's think that sale of the Lalique 

items will save them? Their problems, created 
by a deadly combination of greed and bad busi
ness practices, are far beyond that kind of bail
out. A souvenir? Perhaps for the personal 
collection of some executive. What can they 
hope to gain beside negative publicity? As for
mer merchants in this city, having made money 
and then deserted us at a critical moment, they 
should be ashamed of themselves now. Thev 
have shown no sense of responsibility, obliga
tion, or regard for the structure and its con
tents. Though they had nothing to do with the 
success of Bullocks, they have everything to do 
with its collapse, and history will surely 
remember them that wav.

This is exactly what happened with 
Pasadena's Blacker House.

There is a striking parallel between the world 
socio-economic situation now and the Great 
Depression of the 1930’s. The rise in conserv
ative values and attitudes is a repeat perfor
mance of the 30‘s. But we have yet to come 
up with a style which expresses current feel
ings and aspirations; rather, contemporary 
designs blatantly borrow the Deco vocabulary. 
There is increasing affection for our Art Deco 
heritage, giving further credence to its historic 
significance and contemporary relevance.

Southern California has been all but deva-stated. 
The current depression, riots, floods, earthquakes, 
fires—one is reminded of the Jewi-sh Passover rit
ual during which is recounted the various plagues 
with which God supposedly afflicted the Egyptians, 
allowing the Jews to make their escape. One won
ders which divine being has it in for California. 
Lord knows we need a savior. But mavbe salva
tion doesn’t come in human form. The preserva
tion ^svl ^ipN\*dation o( our histcaic aniiitecture, whkii 
lepiesmts our post achievements and successes, should be 
our lifeline now and fw the fijture.

Re: “Downtown L.A. Up or Down 

(Articles by Aaron Betsky James Rojas, 
L.A. Architect, Oct/Nov 1993)

Aaron Betsky has not managed to understand 
the many reasons why he might want to 
take advantage of the opportunities to be 
found Downtown, and it is obviously diffi
cult for him to grasp why anyone else 
would do so either. But more than 300,000 
people do work in Downtown every day, 
and many of us live there, and even more of 
us go there for a wide variety of other pur
poses, and we know this place as a center of 
social richness and complexity, with a cul
tural and economic significance that Betsky’s 
distant and disconnected perspective does 
not include. He fails to understand how 
much his own circumstances depend upon 
not only Downtown, but also other areas of 
the City with which he has no direct 
involvement. Such naivete is unwelcome from 
one who as.serts the position of “critic.”

After the riots and the floods and the 
fires, writers like Bet.sky might look for evi

dence of inter-relationships, for possibilities 
for mutual support, rather than to continue 
to foster angry us-or-them competitiveness 
between areas of the City.
Betsky and Rojas have provided your readers 
two very personal perspectives highlv unrep
resentative of the Downtown Strategic Plan. 
Both of them miss the point of a plan based 

on deep respect for the community of peo
ple who work and live Downtown. They 
perpetuate the very incomplete perception 
that Downtown is only a new skvline and 
board rooms of big business moguls.

Fortunately, the sixty volunteer citizens of 
the Downtown Strategic Plan Advisory 
Committee know better. We were not dis
tracted by the old myths nor by the old 
economics, but rather gave our attention to 
the direct experience of .success and failure, 
strength and challenge to be found in 
Downtown’s many dislricls. The new plan is 
centered on people and places, on the cul
ture and the commitment of those who 
occupy indu.strial lofts and warehouses, 
homeless relief shelters and missions, gar
ment factories and showrooms, retail stores 
and restaurants, office and board rooms, 
museums and concert halls, and civic cham
bers and court rooms.

This new Plan is not the Silver Book of 
years ago, but rather begins with respect for 
the history of both the buildings and of the 
people whose Downtown this is. It is not so 
bold as some might expect because such 
boldness invariably depends upon closely- 
held visions and central authority. Instead, it 
is direct and open-ended, and thus accom
modates the complexities of local situations, 
the aspirations of those in future who were 

not present now to participate, its sweeping 
optimism is the assertion that we can do

better in this City than we have done 
before. We can work together, we can 

more enthusiastically support those projects 
that satisfy multiple purposes rather than 
those that are narrowly self-serving, and we 

can create an economic prosperity for peo
ple who currently find themselves at any 
level of the economic ladder.

Betskv's article is too full of half-truth.s 
and myths to warrant point-by-point 
response. Rojas’ article unfairly and inaccu
rately asserts a blindness to cultural history. 
Perhaps it would be wise to hold as "prema- 

the dismissal of Betsky and Rojas until 
the Plan itself can be studied. It is just now 
being released. In the mean time, 1 enclose, 
from the Downtown Strategic Plan, its 
“Letter of Introduction to the people of Los 
Angeles.” That letter summarizes the pur
poses and propositions of the Downtown 
Strategic Plan

Robert Harris, FAIA, Co-Chair 
Alan tVoo, Co-Chair 
Downtown Strategic Plan Advisory 

Committee

New & Reinstating AIA 
Members 
Hector Patrucco 
Mary Yu Ylng Wu 
Sarah Graham 
Michael R. Erlanger 
Meivyn Bernstein 
Gabriel Armendariz 
Albert H. Sawano 
Jeffrey Michael Dl Marzio 
Antonina P. Markoff 
Edward S. Levin 
Victoria Rogers

ture

Associates 
Randolph P. Galang 
Salim Ahmed 
Mary Ann Dupre

Student Member 
Harry J. DeMossEditor's note: There will be more extensive 

coverage of the Strategic Plan and other 
positive plans for Downtown in the 
February issue of L.A. Architect.

Emeritus
William Schoenfeld

ROBERT CORNELL & 
ASSOCIATES, INC.
AWARD WINNING 
LANDSCAPE DESIGN 
& CONSTRUCTION

Put US on your design 
team to create lively, 
beautiful and environmentally 
responsible custom gardens.
Energy-, water- and material-conserving 
strategies our specialty.

(213) 731-0858 Ucense 487085 
2116 Arlington Avenue Suite 238 
Los Angeles. CA 90018

MiTZi March Mogul

To help save Bullocks Wilshire and her original fit
tings, write to: Mvron E. UJlman, 111, CEO and 
Chairman, R.H. Macy & Co., Inc., ISl W. 34th 
Street. New York, N.Y. 10001. FAX: (212) S94- 
8827

Art Deco Calendars for sale
Available: Art Deco Society 1994 calendars, with 
14 photo.s of L.A.'s finest Deco buildings and 
details, and dates highlighted with period trivia! 
$J0. Order copies from Art Deco Society/LA, 
P.O. Box 972, Hollywood, CA 90078, Call (310) 

659-DECO. Con^ratuLatians 
Rntoine (Brtdock^Rrcftiuct 

and
CdCifomiaSidii (PoCytecAnic University ■ Tomona 

for receiving the Attford of 9derit 
1995 'Design Atvards

We are proud to have been a member of the project team 
for the Classroom/Laboratory/Administration Building.

^.7

Huber, Hunt & Nichols, Inc.
426 N. 44lh Street Suite 410 
Phoenix. Arizona 85008 
602/225-9500



RiQht: Dream Prizewinner
What kind of habitation 
is a dream?
Jarrett+Suharnoko, Los 
Angeles, received Second 
Place in The Architect's 
Dream House Design 
Competition.
The competition chal* 
lenged architects to visu
alize changing states of 
domestic experience in 
the next millennium 
through the projection of 
a dream house suitable 
for themselves and their 
families-

Near right; Ellen Terry 
Cohn

A Bouquet Angeles, the Anaheim Arena and Concepts
io Ann Williamscussed how she might move intothe Super Bowl XXII Murphy Detailed instructions are included

In testimony to Ellen's popularitythe enclosed form, or feel free journalism. As Editor of L.A.Stadium San Diego. Obata isfor Etien onin
and role in the community, seem-call Ailcen Architect, I shall certainly miss her.world renowned for such national Rosen atto
ingly hundreds attended212/96500S35 if you have any fur- 1 shall also miss her as a friend. a memor-the Smithsoniantreasures as5h« measured herself 

at every place 
she came upon 
adjusting the light 
to meet her smile

iai for her on November 21. OneIn the short time I knew her, wether questions.National Air and Space Museum in
of her childhood friends presentedbecame quite close and, just as sheWashington D.C.. AHA Home of the Year Contest
a moving poem about Ellen, whichdid for many others, she did manyThe contest is open to any archi
ls printed on the left.CommIttMs kind things for me. Shetect or prime contractor/buildcr was espe-

"Automating Your Practice” pre- cially generous when my familywho has built a single-family
^•••rvatlonsented by the CADD Committee at visited from England; going out ofdetached home or multi-family
When John Parkinson and P.G.the Genslcr office, Jan. 20, 1994, her way, with Sera Lamb, to pro-(over 20 units) project in theClay rose to it 

and metal gathered 
rooms opened to 
arches
and air made way for

Winnett designed and built the5:30pm, $5 members, $10 non- vide hospitality.United States that ready forwas Bullocks Wilshire Departmentmembers. RSVP to chapter office. We used to talk not only aboutoccupancy between January 1,
Store, it was envisioned as a mon-architecture and work, but also the1992 and December 31. 1993.
ument, a symbolic embrace of theCompetitions and Awards important issues of life and love.To be considered, all entries
expectations and promise of theShe spoke wistfully of wishing toAIA/LA Interior Architecture must be received by the American
Modern Age. It was an expressionhave had a child, and would havebeforeHardboard AssociationStudent Competitionit of confidence, a statement of artis-been a wonderful mother. As it isFebruaryAdapt the interior space of the 14, 1994. Contact:
tic energy and authority, Openingshe poured her generous spirit intoAmerican Hardboard Association,Europa Building to the needs of

Struck with everlest- 
ing drama, 

sh« was a bouquet 

who loved every look 
she caught

it did one month before theascaring for the many people andHome of the Year Contest, 1210the California Environmental 1929 Stock Market Crash, Bullocksconcerns she came into contactW. Northwest Hwy., Palatine,Defense Council (CEDC). A 4- Wilshire represented optimism andwith. It is so sad that someone whoIllinois 60067.week competition to take place achievement to the people of Losgave so much to life, and in par-
between Oct 1 1993 and March I Angeles. Its Art Deco styling.ticuiar to the architecture commu-Obltuary1994. $3000 in prize money. exuding elegance and urbanity.nity, has had her life taken away.EUen Terry CohnCall the Chapter office for more served the same function as the^aAMCtt AmdiitohEllen Terry Cohn will be familiardetails, at (213) 380-4595.the morning she died 

the sun rose smart 
and strong 
nodding yes and go

EOtTOR. L.A. AaCHtTECT lavish movie palaces. Whereas the
to many readers, as an active mem- latter were temples of dreams,The Ertd ber of the Los Angeles architecture A native of Chicago, Ellen and Bullocks was a cathedral of com-Architectural design competition
community for many years. Cohn family moved to Los Angeles merce, a demonstration of faith inorganization The End is sponsor-
worked in real estate, as a design where she graduated from Beverly business as the key to the country’sing its second annual competition.
marketing professional representing Hills High and UCSB and UCLA. future.The theme to this competition
many local architects and designShe was my friend 

for nearly forty years 

and so, 
each story, 
scrape and wound 
airport, letter 
card and kiss 
is full with the pic

ture
of small girls 
become quick friends 
steady partners

Ellen was devoted to her family BullocksEarlier thischallenge is “The Laugh" - a “tem- year,professionals, and a volunteeras which includes her parents Melvin Wilshire closed its doors, a victimpie of laughter.” This is both an
for many design community organ- and Muriel Cohn and her, Leigh of I980’s leveraged buy-outs andopen competition and a commis- isations. Tragically, Ellen Cohn and his wife, Lindsey and their bankruptcy. R.H. Macy &sion competition. nowsuffered a brain tumor and passed children, Neil and Charlie. Co., Inc., the apparently not-so-The jury will include the follow-
awav on November IB. Ellen energetic woman proud owner of the Bullocks nameing distinguished architects: Arthur was an

I first met Ellen Cohn two years who gave tirelessly to the organiza- and lease-holder of the building.Erickson, Thom Mayne, Eric Owen
ago, when she befriended me at tions in which she was involved.Moss as well as others to be named has in fact been an indifferent ten-
the eWED conference. That was They included Vista del Mar,later. Prize money totaling $8,500 ant and a worse caretaker. The
the way Ellen was. She befriended Women in Commercial real Estate, advertisement for their closingwill be awarded.
people—lots of people—and she The Association of Women in down sale specified “fixtures andRegistration opens January 1,
participated. I should say more Architecture, The Venice Family1994. Submittals due May I, memorabilia.” Concerned citizensare than just participate; she threw Clinic, the Real Estate and1994. Selected entries will be began calling both the Art Deco
herself passionately into the activi- Division of theConstructionexhibited in Los Angeles from May Society and the Los Angeles
ties of many organisations. To my United Jewish fund, the National13th until May 30th. Conservancy. In a phone conversa-involved withknowledge Ellen was ofthe mark we made 

like an etching in the 
rock
is just a scratch 
but the mark Invests 
the stone with memo-

Association WomenFor further information regard- tion, Macy's apologized for theirin
the AWA, the MOCA Architecture Construction and the Westsideing this competition, please insensitivity. Management assuredcon- and Design Council, Women in Real Estate Group.tact: Weslev van Kirk Robbins, the LAC that they did not really
Commercial Real Estate, The Ellen loved the arts and enjoyedArchitect, c/o The End, P.O. Box intend to sell historic fixtures, that
Westside Urban Forum and The openings, plays.going toCulver City, California1332, the ad was meant to entice cus-museum
Venice Family Clinic. I know there movies, the Philharmonic and the90232. Phone/Fax (213) 296- tomers, not alarm. A walk through

many others who benefittedwere Hollywood Bowl. The6226. the store proved otherwise. Thecamera was
from her input. her friend and she was forever 

photographing people, buildings, 
flowers, and anything that caught 
her fancy. She loved to travel, 
entertain, and being with friends 
and family was her greatest joy. 
Ellen had a unique way of bringing 
people together. Wherever she 
went she would meet someone 
new and find a way to bring them 
in her everwidening circle of 
friends. She will be sorely missed 
by ail those who had the pleasure

ry; assurances were clearly aimed to 
throw the LAC and others off the

i.D 40th Annual Design Review
This year marks a special event as 
i.D. celebrates its 40th anniversary 
publishing America’s largest and 
broadest design-recognition pro
gram. Any product or project 
introduced to the North American 
market during the 1993 calendar 
year is eligible, and should be 
entered into one of the following 
categories: Consumer Products, 
Equipment,
Furniture, Graphics, Packaging,

Ellen also wrote for L.A. 
Architect. She regularly reported on 
the activities of the Westside

as it splits 
what’s left is air, 
red dust
this passion of the 
living
our voice impressed in 
walls
tiny whispers 
constant love

scent, allowing Macy's to do their 
deeds unencumbered. This is noth
ing short of corporate vandalism.

A number of light fittings have 
been removed. Including valuable 
Lalique fixtures. The Cultural 
Affairs Department and the 
Conservancy have been in negotia
tions with R.H. Macy & Co. As a 
resuh, they have returned some of 
the fixtures, but not the Lalique

Urban Forum, and other events 
relevant to this community. She 
loved to promote her friends and 
organisations through publication 
of their work and she loved writ
ing. %e was very professional; she 
always made good on the promise 
of an article, she never missed a 
deadline, and she presented good 
pieces of reportage fact-checked

Environments,

Leslie Simon



Far left and middle: Kate 
Diamond, AIA; Virginia 
Tanzmann. FAIA 
Left! Offices of Ove Arup 
and Partners California, 
designed by Morphosis 
and also test-case for 
their engineering princi
ples. Arup's, recipients of 
an AIA/CA Service Award 
for Aliied Professions, 
recently threw a party, 
for their colleagues and 
friends, described by one 
attendee as "the best this 
year." Photo by Tom 
Bonner.

Sponsors Announced 
for 1994 National 
Convention 
AlA/LA is pleased to 
announce that eleven 
organizations and 
individuals have gra
ciously donated a 
total of $17,000 to 
help sponsor the AIA 
National Convention 
to be held in Los 
Angeles in may 1994. 
The Convention 
Finance Committee 
has also received over 
$30,000 more in 
pledges and is hope
ful of meeting Its 
goal of $150,000.
Many thanks to the 
following sponsors 
who sent their checks 
in early, as numerous 
expenses are incurred 
in the planning 
stages. We are grate
ful for their generosi
ty and hope that AIA 

'members will 
acknowledge them 
with a word of appre
ciation and by sup
porting their busi
nesses.
Callahan. McCune & 

Willis

Catellus Development

Employee Benefits

Management

Englexirk

Firstworlo Travel

Express

Jeffrey Slavin

Levitt/Kristan Co.

McCarthy Construction

O'Leary Terasawa

Partners

Universal

Reprographics

Whiting-Turner

Hosting National Convention, 
coming in Mid-may, carries great 
opportunity. But there's also dan
ger inherent in such a large finan
cial undertaking. To assure a 
success for the chapter and real tri
umph at .some serious fund-raising, 
there are already at least 40 chap
ter members directly on the pro
ject. TTiey arc organizing the Host 
Chapter Party (for tOOO atten
dees!), tours, a store, a Sk run, fit
ting welcome for VIP guests, and 
more. All LA will know the archi

tects are

as always our success will depend 
on the energy and good will of 
individuals. AIA proves the adage 
that you get out what you put in. 
So don’t just expect these things 
of me or the Board. To help archi
tects, we must help ourselves.

There is much to do. We must 
pull together, now more than ever. 
Please get active with AIA if you 
are not yet. Join a committee that 
interests you and participate active
ly. If there isn’t one fulfilling your 
special interest, find a few others 
and approach the Board about 
forming a committee. Seek ways to 
recruit new members from your 
colleagues —-licensed or not, at 
whatever age or station, ihev will 
be welcome in AIA.

Let’s collaborate to make our 
Centennial Year a memorable one 
that proves the vitality and strength 
of AIA/LA, Please feel (ree to 
tact me or any member of the 
Board or staff with your sugges
tions and, even better, your help. 
We look forward to seeing you the 
evening of January 22 when we’ll 
have a chance to blow out 100 can
dles and make our wishes for the 
next 100 years. Do join us!

Virginia Tanzmann, FAIA

immediate need is for this first tier 
of volunteers to step foward and 
for chairs of convention sub-com- 
mittes to estimate their staffing 
needs, Both groups are urged to 

one Bernie Altman at (310) 204- 
2290.

in Yosemite National Park.

Corporate Architecture Award:
Campus architect Charles Warner 
(“Duke") Oakley, AIA, of the 
University of California at Los 
Angeles (UCLA) received a 
Corporate Architect Award in 
recognition of his expert involve
ment and dedication to the future 
vision of the campus architecture.

Excellence in Education Award:
Professor of architecture at the 
University of Southern California 
(USC) Robert S. Harris, FAIA, 
of Los Angeles received an 
Excellence in Education Award in 
recognition of his lasting and active 
dedication to his students and to 
the quality of the USC architecture 

program.

The Craftsmanship Award:
David Hertz and Syndesis, Inc 
of Los Angeles received a 
Craftsmanship Award for the many 
contributions he and his company 
have made to the architectural pro
fession, namely their innovative 
concrete substitute, Syrndecrete™. 

Public Service Award:
Former president of the Los 
Angeles
Commission Merrv Norris of Los 
Angeles received a Public Service 
Award in recognition of her .strong 
commitment to the highest stan
dards of design excellence in the 
City of Los Angeles,

ph

AIA names 10 honorary 
members for 1994
Three Los Angeles individuals have 
been selected 1994 honorary mem
bers of the American Institute of 
Architects in recognition of their 
outstanding contribution.s to the 
architectural profession and the 
allied arts and sciences.

Honorary membership is one of 
the highest honors the AIA can 
bestow on a non-architect. The 
recipients will be honored during 
the 1994 AIA national convention 
in Los Angeles, Mav 13-16. 
According to the national AIA 
1994 honorary membership jury: 
Janice Axon has demonstrated 
her commitment to the advance
ment of the Institute and the archi
tectural profession for more than 
25 years. Combining an overriding 
belief in the AIA and its objectives 
together with a deep concern for 
the profession a.s a whole, she has 
had a positive impact on the pro
fessional practice, component man
agement, international relations, 
and public perception of architects 
and architects and architecture. 
Elaine Sewell Jones has creative
ly and prolifically applied the priri 
ciples of communication in telling 

architecture.

n town as every major 
museum, many galleries and small
er venues will host exhibits. The 
fund-raising drive is rapidly spread
ing through offices. There is room 
in all phases of planning, and at 
convention time, we’ll be needing 
many volunteers to make it all 
smoothly. This means you! It will 
mean work, but also a lot of fun.

Beyond Convention, there’s 
much more to do. Rather than let

go

con-

that one activity outshine alt the 
rest, we’ll tap our considerable 
energy a.s never before to sharpen 
our abilities. If we are to exploit 
the visibility that convention will 
bring us, we should accomplish a 
great turning outward.

To reach out to the community 
now makes perfect sense. Whether 
it is lending professional assi.stance 
to fire victims, those who are 
homeless or have .substandard hous- 

communities in need of

Cultural Affairs

AIA Convention 94
Think of the AIA Convention as 
the world’s biggest staffing chal
lenge. Which it is. 

last
occurred in 1954. If the next is 40 
years hence, Bernie Altman, AIA. 
speculates that “The 1994 conven
tion will be the largest event of 
and for design profes-sionals in 
Southern California in our careers." 
As chair of the volunteers, Bernie 
Altman has reason to be impressed 
by size. Seventy-three tours will 
require yoluntcer guides. Tickets 
must be sold, guests met at LAX, 
and parties facilitated—all by vol
unteers. They will manage the 5-K 
run and staff information tables in 
hotels. All told, Bernie estimates 
the need for about 500 volunteers. 
That number equals almost one in 
three members of AIA/LA and its 
affiliates. But Bernie is quick to 
emphasize the inclusiveness of the 
volunteer effort. It will include 
students, spouses of members, and 
residents in the community who 
have a deep and lively interest in 
architectural design.
At this point the count-down cal
endar, Bernie is asking for volun
teers to help identify needs and set 

the volunteer structure. The

The L.A. convention•ng.
rebuilding, revamping building/ 

zoning codes, or participating in 
the issues of responsible devclop-

Peopl« And Projects
Two new scholarships named at
SCI-Arc
Merry Norris, SCI-Arc Board 
member, and Thom Mayne, SCI- 
Arc board member, and Principal 
of Morphosis co-chaired the 
Institute’s Fall 1993 international 
Architectural Exhibition and Sale 
which raised over $100,000 and 
marked the school’s first fundrais
ing effort. All proceeds from this 
event will go into an endowment 
fund which will generate the Merry 
Norris and Thom Mavne scholar
ships annually.

Architect honored for lifetime 
achievement
Gyo Obata of Hellmuth, Obata 
& Kassabaum will be honored for 
his more than 45 years of pioneer
ing achievement in architecture by 
the Asian American Architects and 
Engineers. Gyo Obata's influence 
on California Architecture spans 
more than 40 years and 100 pro
jects including the Japanese 
American National Museum in Los

the ofstorv
Dedicating her professional lifetime 
to communicating the architect's 
vision to the lay community, to 
corporations and to indu.stry, she 
has enhanced the profession as 
mentor, communicator, facilitator, 
friend and archivist with the high
est professional standards.
Emmet Wemple has taught 
inevitability, respect, interdepen
dence and harmony to three gen
erations of architecture students. 
His pro bono efforts have con
tributed measurably to a city's 
strategic plans, to the formation of 
support groups for major historical 
architectural works, and to the 
preservation and conservation of 
buildings, communities, and land
scapes throughout the west US

ment and sustainable design, our 
voices need to be heard. So many 
architects are already doing mean
ingful things, within AIA, and in 
our sister organizations such as 
NOMA, AWA, SHPE, AAa/e,

KAA, lEAA, and more. (Do you 
know these groups?) We’ll seek to 
work with them and get the syn- 
ergy of group activity that is so sat
isfying.

At the same time, we must look 
inward. Our time is one of rapid 
change, and we must change as 
architects with the changing times. 
Architectural practice itself Is 
changing. Architects must retain 
their leadership role in the design 
process. And we can strengthen 
ourselves through education, cre
ative group study, and sharing our 
knowledge and skills with each 
other.

With a Board of twelve and over 
40 committees, AIA/LA has the 
structure to do what we want, but

Save The Date 
Saturday Eve, January 22, 

1994
AIA/LA 1994

tnstallation/IOOth Birthday 
Party. The 1994 President. 

Virginia Tanzmann,FAIA. 
Board & Officers will be 

installed
At the Los Angeles Public 

Library.
For more information please 
call the Los Angeles Chapter 

AIA Office at

AIACC Service Awards
Respected members of the Los 
Angeles design community received 
annual Service Awards from the 
AIACC at a retreat on November 4up (213) 380-4595.AIA/LA continues over-
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nent demolition.1993 In Review
1993 was not an easy year for the • Representing AIA/LA, I partici-
architecTural profession in Los pated in the Citywide Planning
Angeles; however, I hope it will be Framework debate to develop a
remembered as a highly productive new vision for Los Angeles,
year for AIA/LA. The deep reces- | Additionally, the Urban Design 

sion hurt most of us and the reper- Committee continues to plav a
cussion was felt at the Chapter strong advocacy role for good plan-
where we lost members for the ning and urban design,
third year in a row. At the same •The first ever AIA/LA Gold

time that we faced the challenge of 
doing more with less and generat
ing non-dues revenue.s, this year’s 
leadership had the unique responsi
bility to do most of the planning 
for the 1994 AIA Convention 
which will be held here in Los 
Angeles next May 13-16. I would 
like to review the successes:
• Fund raising for the 1st AIA/LA 

Student Scholarship was successful
ly initiated through the Silent Art 
Auction at the 1993 Installation.
(The first $1,500 scholarship will 
be awarded at the 1994 
Installation)
• Thanks to accurate and timelv 
accounting, the Board was able to 
cut expenses and raise non-dues 
revenues thereby limiting our 
deficit due to the unforeseen prob
lems with advertising for I.A 
Architect. These problems are 
presently being addressed to insure 
the continued health of the chapter 
publication.
• The three House Tours in West 
LA, Malibu and Silverlake 

great fun and the increased PR 
should provide an on-going source 
of non-dues revenue.
• Several committees had a partic
ularly creative and productive year 
including: Interior Architecture,
Design and Design Awards and the 

Young
Government Relations and Historic- 
Preservation were successful in 
impacting LA City policy regarding 
“mansionization” and saving the 
Sheraton Townhouse from immi-

Gallery, and others.
The challenge in these difficult 
times is to demonstrate that the 
value of the AIA, the opportunities 
for continuing education, for sup
port and fiiendship, for improving 
the climate in which we practice 
and the respect for the profession 
of architecture, is worth the invest
ment in AIA membership. 1 know 
this year was of great value to me. 
Next year offers a special opportu
nity to give more and to get more 
from the AIA as we celebrate the 
Centennial of AIA/LA, host the 

Nation AIA Convention, and con
tinue to address the issues facing 
the profession and our City, I look 
forward to working with Virginia 

Tanzmann, FAIA to make 1994 a 

great success.

everywhere in the profession.
Yet 1993 was a good year for 

AIA/LA. Many thanks to Kate 
Diamond, the Board and our dedi
cated and skillful .staff for a great 
job leading the Chapter in 1993. 
This publication termed Kate "for
midable;" the chapter and commu
nity clearly agree. She has been a 
strong voice for architects, cele
brating our strengths, and champi
oning our Chapter at every turn. 
Her articulation of our stance and 
her unflagging energy arc a great 
gift; 1 thank her and hope to do as 
well as your President.

What can you expact In 1994?
• The AIA Convention, to which 
you will be registered bv virtue of 
your chapter membership, offering 
us the chance for the first time in 
40 years for the marvelous expo
sure of this event. .
• Responding to your request.s in 
the members survev. Please 
respond if you haven’t yet.
• Meaningful help for those mem
bers still wrestling hard with the 

economy.

Original Design by 
Robin Cottle and Frances 
Anderton

Contributors 
Aaron Betsky; Miguel 
Baltierra: Kenneth Caldwell; 
John Chase: Elun Coh^; Geofe 
Collins; Mike Davis; Rudy De 

Chellis FAIA: David Gebharq; 
Anthony George; Diane 
Ghirardo; Deman Glane: 
Thomas S. Hines; Corin Kahn; 
John Kaliski, AIA; Jeremy 
Levin: Tiziana Lorenzelu: Kevin 
McMahon; Mitzi march 
Mogul: Iliona Outram; Marvin 
Rand: Gladys Ramirez; Amy 
Rennett; Ray Ryan; Dan 
Searight: Juuus Shulman; 
Penelope Starr; James Steele; 
Acmva Stein; Tim Street- 
PoRTEt; Doug Suisman.

Medal
Lautner, FAIA. Tlie challenge will 
be to maintain the highest standards 
of excellence for this award.
• Robert Maguire, III will join the 
illustrious group of Dr. Jonas Salk, 
Max DuPre, and Michael Eisner as

recipient of the 

Commemorative 
Award at our Awards Lundieon on 
December 16th, 1993. (Mark your 
calendar!!!)
•AIA/LA continues to build bridg 

to all five of the Schools of 
Architecture through meetings with 
the Deans and exploration.s of 
cooperative opportunities .such as 
continuing education and student 

participation 
Convention.
• Under the leadership of Ki Suh 
Park, FAIA, Virginia Tanzmann, 
FAIA and myself, the Convention 

Committee tackled the planning of 
over 30 wonderful tours of LA 
architecture, a fanta.stic Host 
Chapter Party on the backlot of 
Paramount Studios, a VIP wel
come, and Host Chapter Lounge 
and Store on the Convention Floor, 
as well as, starting the daunting 
process of raising major sponsorship 
to insure the financial success of the 
Convention.
• In celebration of the Centennial 
Anniversary of AIA/LA and con

current with the 1994 Convention, 
we have coordinated numerous 
architectural exhibits with MOCA, 
Barnsdale Municipal Gallery, the 

japan America Museum, Ace

awarded to Johnwa.s

the 1994 
Presidential

Kati Diamond, AIA 
1993 AIA/LA President

es

1994 In Vl«wEchtorial Board Emeritus 
Peggy Cochrane. AIA 
Thomas S. Hines 

Paul Sterling Hoag, FAIA 
Frederick P. Lyman, AIA 
Barton Phelps, AIA 
Michael F. Ross, AIA 
Thomas R. Vreeland, FAIA 
Lester Wertheimer, AIA

Happy Birthday! AIA/LA is 100 
years old in 1994.
Writing last year of my desire to 
work hard with and for AIA/Los 
Angeles, 1 was filled with enthusi- 
a.sm for what lav ahead—planning 
and hosting the 1994 AIA National 
Convention, helping the Chapter 
and the members to survive and 
thrive in a down economy, and 
celebrating AIA/LA’s Centennial.

Since then, an inlen.se vear as 
your Vice-president, my early 
enthusiasm has been strengthened 
as I have come to see clearly what 
we need to do in 1994. Lots! This 
dreadful recession has had a terri
ble effect upon our members, 
Trained to be competitive, wc have 
become more territorial and stri
dently confrontational than ever— 
exactly what we don’t need! AIA is 
here to serve architects, all archi
tects; and in time of severe unem
ployment, we need to pursue what 
unites us, not what divides us. AIA 
must be an advocate for architects

during the • Continuing education programs 
of high qualitv.
• Community outreach, especiallv
where we can do some real good. 
• More "best of the be.st' programsAIA/LA Officers 

Katherine Diamond, AIA 

President
Virginia Tanzmann, FAIA 
Vice-President 
James Ehrenclou, AIA, 
Treasurer
Adrian O. Cohen, AIA,
Secretary
Ann Stacy, Hon. AIA.
Executive Director

from committees.

• Opportunitic.s to meet communi
ty leaders and discuss our issues 
with them,
• Speakers inspiring us with their 
work.
• Forums for study of special and 
urgent professional i.ssucs.
• Forums for study of special and 
urgent professional issues.
• The continued fight historic 
preservation of our community.
• Our outstanding publication, L.A. 
Architect.

were

LJL. Architect is published 
by the AIA/LA, 3780 WHshire 
Boulevard, Suite 900, Los 
Angeles, CA 90010.
Tel. (213) 380.5177.
Fax. (213) 380 6692. 
Subscriptions: $20 domestic, 
$40 foreign.
Editorial submissions should 
be addressed to the Editor 
and sent to L.A. Architect. 
Except where noted, the 
opinions stated are those of 
the authors only and do not 
reflect the position of either 
the AIA or the LA Chapter. 
The appearance of names 
and pictures of products and 
services, in either editorial, 
advertising, or inserts, does 
not constitute an endorse
ment by either the AIA or 
the LA Chapter.

Architects Forum.

• And, of course, the u.sual docu
ments, job referral board, and 
other .services.

AIA/LA Committees and Chairs:
Architecture for Health, Cynthia Mabus, AIA (310) 458-2080: Design Awarcts Program, Michael Hncak, AIA (310) 823-4220; Interior Archrtecture, Lauren Rotted AIA (2i3) 895 4770. 
Liability, William Krisel, AIA-E (213) 824-0441, Professional Practice, Chad Dasnanjali AIA (213) 937-4270/Michael Kaufman AIA (310) 305-1705/Debra Pearson AIA (213)465-3822. 
Programs/Professiortal Development, Bernard Zimmerman, AIA (213) 274-0243. Small Projects (Practice). Donald C. Axon, FAIA (213) 476-4593; Architects in Education. Marvin 
Matecha, AIA (714) 869-2666, Architects in Government, Robert Donald AIA (213) 742-7601. Architecture for Housing, Manuel Gonzalez. AIA (213} 394-0273. Bu'lding/Performarrce 
8 Regulations, John Petro. AIA (213) 207-8400. Communications/Public Relations, Michael J. Kent, AIA (213) 826-2500. WestWeefc, Lauren Rottet. AIA (213) 895-4770. L.A. Architect. 
Carl Davis, AIA (213) 625 1734 Government Relations, Jerome Tamen AIA (310) 828-1707 International Relations/Hospitality. Raymond Kappe, FAIA (213) 453 2643, Licensing Task 
Force. William Krisel. AIA-E (213) 824-0441. Urban Design. Deborah Murphy (213) 237-0136. Anne Zimmerman (310) 82 1 2900. Associates, Greton Washington. Assoc Real Problems 
Design Competition. Student Visions for Architecture, Jeffrey T. Sessions (310) 431-6528/Robert Leach AIA. Districting. Gregory Villanueva, AIA (213) 727 6096 Ethics. Edward 
Takahashi AIA (213) 413-3131/Herberl Wiedoeft. AIA (213) 413-3131, Fellowship Nominations. P.K, ReiOsamen. FAIA (213) 468-9900. Library. James R. Combs. AtA (213) 388 1361 
Long Range Planning. Katherine Diamond. AIA (310) 474-3244. Membership, Mark DiCecco AIA (818) 346-2481. Mentor's Hotline, Morns Verger, FAIA-E (213) 824 2671 Past 
Presidents Council, Donald C. Axon, AIA (213) 476-4593. Professional Affiliates, Steven M. Gilmore (818) 441-1400 Students Affairs. Michael Hncak. AtA (213) 823 4220/829 2074 
Women’s Architectural League, 8etty Gamble (213) 664-3955; Design Committee. Lisa Wightman. AIA (213) 937-9459. International Practice, Jan Muntz. Assoc. AIA (213) 742-7012 
Young Architects Forum, Peter De Maria, AIA (310) 854 0253 Historic Resources Committee Chair. Gordon Olschlager, AIA (213) 383-0056. Convention Steering Committee, Ki Suh 
Park (213) 937-4270. Los Angeles River Task Force. Arthur Golding AIA (213) 622 5955. Environmental Resources. Richard Schoen FAIA (310) 825 1345. Emergency Preparedness, 
Stephen Ball AIA (310) 471 7466.
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